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---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 99608

---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Families USA
Title: Villers Fellowship for Health Care Justice
Contact: Melissa Rosenblatt
Tel: 202-628-3030
Email: villersfellowship@familiesusa.org
Website: http://www.familiesusa.org
Full Program: http://www.familiesusa.org/fellowships/
Deadlines: 1/10/2012

Deadline Note:
All materials must be postmarked on or received by January 10, 2012. Application materials that are postmarked after that date will not be considered.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor will provide support for a selected fellow to work as a full-time policy analyst in Families USA’s Health Policy Department. The Fellowship is based in the sponsor's office in Washington, D.C. and is designed to provide the fellow with a national perspective on health care justice work and the opportunity to learn about a range of health care justice issues.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 98290

---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Slifka Foundation Interdisciplinary Fellowship
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel: 
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#slifka
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Applicants applying for this fellowship only must contact the Grants Office prior to submitting an application at education.grants@metmuseum.org.

SYNOPSIS:
Awarded to a completed M.A. or a Ph.D.-level candidate for training in an interdisciplinary approach, joining art historical research with technical investigation of the Museum's Northern Renaissance paintings. All fellowships must take place between September 1, 2012, and August 31, 2013. Fellowships generally begin in September.

Program Number: 98095
Sponsor: Directorate for Education and Human Resources/NSF
Title: Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Contact: Gisele Muller-Parker
Tel: 703-292-8694
Email: grfp@nsf.gov
Website: http://www.grants.gov/search/search.do?oppId=119713&mode=VIEW

Deadline Note:
Application deadlines are as follows: November 14, 2011 -- Engineering; November 15, 2011 -- Mathematical Sciences; Computer and Information Sciences and Engineering; Chemistry; Physics and Astronomy; Materials Research; November 16, 2011 -- Social Sciences; Psychology; Geosciences; STEM Education and Learning; and November 18, 2011 -- Life Sciences; Interdisciplinary.

SYNOPSIS:

The purpose of the NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program (GRFP) is to help ensure the vitality and diversity of the scientific and engineering workforce in the United States. The program recognizes and supports outstanding graduate students who are pursuing research-based master’s and doctoral degrees in fields within NSF’s mission. The GRFP provides three years of support for the graduate education of individuals who have demonstrated their potential for significant achievements in science and engineering research. The ranks of NSF Fellows include numerous individuals who have made transformative breakthroughs in science and engineering research, many who have become leaders in their chosen careers, and some who have been honored as Nobel laureates. <S2S>

Program Number: 97806
Sponsor: Knowles (Janet H. and Harry) Foundation
Title: Teaching Fellowship
Contact: Nicole Gillespie, Director for Teaching Fellowships
Tel: 856-608-0001
Email: teachers@kstf.org
Website: http://www.kstf.org/programs/teaching.html
Full Program: http://www.kstf.org/programs/teaching/apply.html
Deadlines: 1/11/2012

Deadline Note:
All applications for the KSTF Teaching Fellowship must be submitted online.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor's annual Teaching Fellowships are awarded based on four selection criteria: science or mathematics content knowledge, commitment to teaching, professional ability and leadership.

-----------------------------------------------
Program Number: 95690
-----------------------------------------------
Sponsor: New York University
Title: Postdoctoral and Transition Program for Academic Diversity Fellowship
Contact:
Tel:
Email: ptpfellowship@nyu.edu
Full Program: http://www.nyu.edu/diversity/academics.research/fellowship.html
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor's provides a fellowship to support promising scholars and educators from different backgrounds, races, ethnic groups, and other diverse groups whose life experience, research experience, and employment background will contribute significantly to academic excellence at NYU.

-----------------------------------------------
Program Number: 94977
-----------------------------------------------
Sponsor: National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute/NIH/DHHS
Title: NHLBI Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Predoctoral MD/PhD Fellows (F30)
Contact: Drew Carlson, Ph.D., Program Director
Tel: 301-435-0535
Email: carlsonde@nhlbi.nih.gov

Deadline Note:
Applications may be submitted to Grants.gov in response to this announcement on or after March 8, 2011. The deadlines for receipt of standard applications under this announcement are: April 8, August 8, and December 8 annually. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on January 8, 2013.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for individual predoctoral fellowships for combined MD/PhD training in research areas relevant to the mission of the NHLBI. The NHLBI supports research training and career development of researchers in fundamental sciences and clinical disciplines related to heart, vascular, lung, and blood diseases; sleep disorders; and blood resources. Among the areas of emphasis, but not limited to, in research training are Computational Biology, Bioinformatics, Systems Biology or Network Biology, and Interdisciplinary Research. This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) will utilize the NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) mechanism for Individual Predoctoral MD/PhD Fellows (F30).

Program Number: 94903

Sponsor: Council on Library and Information Resources
Title: Postdoctoral Fellowship in Academic Libraries
Contact:
Tel: 202-939-4750
Email: postdoc@clir.org
Website: http://www.clir.org/fellowships/postdoc/postdocflyer12.pdf
Full Program: http://www.clir.org/fellowships/postdoc/postdoc.html
Deadlines: 12/19/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship provides recent Ph.D. recipients a unique opportunity to develop expertise in the new forms of scholarly research and the information resources that support them, both traditional and digital, that are challenging research institutions.
Program Number: 94061

Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Hanns Swarzenski and Brigitte Horney Swarzenski Fellowship
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel:
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#swarzenski
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Application, along with the required letters of recommendation, must be made by letter and must be received by the deadline date of November 4, 2011. Applications received after that date will not be considered. The sponsor will not accept electronically submitted applications or letters of recommendation.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship to a promising young scholar for study and research at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Preference will be given to applicants with a proven interest in museum work or those planning to pursue a museum career in the field of Medieval Art. If in any given year the Grants Committee should find no suitable candidate for a fellowship in Medieval Art, it may instead select a suitable candidate in the field of European Decorative Arts.

Program Number: 93243

Sponsor: Huntington Library
Title: Dibner History of Science Program
Contact: Robert C. Ritchie, W.M. Keck Foundation Director of Research
Tel: 626-405-2194
Email: cpowell@huntington.org
Full Program: http://www.huntington.org/huntingtonlibrary.aspx?id=566#dibner
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers long- and short-term in-residence fellowships which are designed to further study in the Burndy Library and the other history of science and technology resources at The Huntington Library.

Program Number: 90820

Sponsor: Symantec Foundation
Title: Symantec Research Labs Graduate Fellowship
Contact:
Tel:
Email: SRLFellowship@Symantec.com
Website: http://www.symantec.com/
Full Program: http://www.symantec.com/about/careers/college/fellowship.jsp
Deadlines: 12/18/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Symantec will award Symantec Research Labs Graduate Fellowships to outstanding Ph.D. and M.S. students who meet the eligibility criteria. A key goal of the program is to fund innovative research that has real-world value, in areas of Symantec’s business interests in information security, availability and integrity.

Program Number: 90367

Sponsor: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Title: Lawrence Fellowship
Contact: Christine Zachow
Tel:
Website: https://fellowship.llnl.gov/
Full Program: https://fellowship.llnl.gov/selection.php
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

Deadline Note:
The deadline for the application is 11/1/11. The reference letter deadline is 11/8/11. Candidate reviews and interviews will be conducted in the following months.
SYNOPSIS:

Fellowships are awarded to candidates with exceptional talent, scientific track records, and potential for significant achievements. Typically two to four fellowships are awarded each year. This fellowship has a three year term. After this period, the fellows may consider any career options, including staying at the Laboratory.

Program Number: 89886

Sponsor: Harvard University
Title: Safra Foundation Center for Ethics--Graduate Fellowships in Ethics
Contact: Director of Graduate Fellowships
Tel: 617-496-0587
Email: Erica_jaffe@hks.harvard.edu
Full Program: http://www.ethics.harvard.edu/fellowships/graduate-fellowships
Deadlines: 11/18/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor encourages teaching and research about ethical issues in public life and the professions.

Program Number: 89683

Sponsor: IBM Corporation
Title: Ph.D. Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 877-426-6006
Email: phdfellow@us.ibm.com
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:
IBM Ph.D. Fellowship Program is intended to honor exceptional Ph.D. students in disciplines of mutual interest and to support IBM’s commitment to diversity in the workplace. IBM Ph.D. Fellowships are awarded worldwide. IBM Ph.D. Fellows are awarded tuition, fees and a stipend for one nine-month academic year. All Fellowship recipients are matched with an IBM Mentor according to their technical interests, and they are encouraged to intern at an IBM research or development laboratory under their Mentor’s guidance. An IBM ThinkPad is awarded during the internship.

Program Number: 89536
Sponsor: American Council of Learned Societies
Title: Mellon/ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowships
Contact: Nicole A. Stahlmann, Director of Fellowship Program
Tel: 212-697-1505, x134
Email: fellowships@acls.org
Website: http://www.acls.org
Full Program: http://www.acls.org/programs/dcf/
Deadline: 11/9/2011

Deadline Note:
Completed applications must be submitted through the ACLS Online Fellowship Application system (ofa.acls.org) no later than 9 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, November 9, 2011. The Online Fellowship Application system will open mid-July.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor invites applications for the sixth annual competition for the Mellon/ACLS Dissertation Completion Fellowships, which support a year of research and writing to help advanced graduate students in the humanities and related social sciences in the last year of Ph.D. dissertation writing.

Program Number: 89277
Sponsor: Vienna Biocenter
Title: PhD Program
Contact: Christopher Robinson, PhD Programme Administrator
Tel: +43 1 79730 3001
Email: sabina.winter@meduniwien.ac.at
Website: http://www.vbcphdprogramme.at/index.php?id=384
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for PhD students to have an opportunity for training and work in different areas at the forefront of modern biology. Emphasis is placed on academic and technical excellence.

---

SYNOPSIS:

The Fellowship is open to doctoral candidates and junior scholars working on topics related to the American Revolution, Early Republic, or ideas and philosophies of America's founding fathers.
The sponsor supports research on British America, the revolutionary era, and early republic, and has particular strengths in areas relating to eighteenth-century Williamsburg and Virginia, the colonial Chesapeake, African American studies, decorative arts and material culture through 1830, archaeology, architectural history, and historical preservation.

Program Number: 86337

Sponsor: University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Title: Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 217-333-1661
Email: faa@uiuc.edu
Website: http://faa.illinois.edu/Administration
Full Program: http://faa.illinois.edu/sites/faa.illinois.edu/files/katenealkinley2011.pdf
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Three major Fellowships will be awarded, one of up to $20,000 in any field of music; one of up to $20,000 in architectural design and history, art and design, theatre, dance, or instrumental or vocal music; and one of up to $9,000 in art, architecture, dance, landscape architecture, theatre, or urban and regional planning. Up to three additional Fellowships of lesser amounts may also be granted upon Committee recommendations.

Program Number: 85772

Sponsor: Ransom (Harry) Humanities Research Center
Title: Dissertation Fellowships
Contact: Bridget Gayle
Tel: 512-232-3214
Email: brigayle@mail.utexas.edu
Website: http://www.hrc.utexas.edu
Full Program: http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/research/fellowships/application/
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for graduate students who are working on doctoral dissertations and require access to the holdings of the Ransom Center.

Program Number: 85152
Sponsor: Nantucket Historical Association
Title: E. Geoffrey and Elizabeth Thayer Verney Fellowship
Contact: Ben Simons, Curator and Editor of Historic Nantucket
Tel: 508-228-1655
Full Program: http://www.nha.org/library/verney.html
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:
In an effort to enhance the public's knowledge and understanding of the heritage of Nantucket, Massachusetts, the Nantucket Historical Association offers the E. Geoffrey and Elizabeth Thayer Verney Fellowship.

Program Number: 85104
Sponsor: Historic New Orleans Collection
Title: Dianne Woest Fellowship in the Arts and Humanities
Contact: Dr. Alfred Lemmon
Tel: 504-598-7124
Email: wrc@hnoc.org
Website: http://www.hnoc.org/programs/fellowship.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides a fellowship to support scholarly research in the arts and humanities.
Program Number: 84904

Sponsor: Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies
Title: Joan Heller-Diane Bernard Fellowship in Lesbian and Gay Studies
Contact:
Tel: 212-817-1958
Email: clagsmembership@gc.cuny.edu
Website: http://web.gc.cuny.edu/clags/
Full Program: http://web.gc.cuny.edu/clags/pages/fellowships_awards.html
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor supports research by a junior scholar or senior scholar into the impact of lesbians and/or gay men on U.S. society and culture. Two awards of $6,250 will be made.

Program Number: 82320

Sponsor: National Institute of Arthritis & Musculoskeletal & Skin Diseases/NIH/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Postdoctoral Fellowships in Muscular Dystrophy Research (F32)
Contact: Amanda Taylor Boyce, Ph.D., Program Officer
Tel: 301-594-5055
Email: boycea@mail.nih.gov

Deadline Note:
Applications may be submitted to Grants.gov in response to this announcement on or after March 8, 2011. This FOA will expire on January 8, 2014.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to promising applicants with the potential to become productive and successful independent research investigators in scientific health-related fields relevant to the
programmatic interests of the National Institute of Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (NIAMS). NIAMS is interested in supporting additional training fellowship opportunities in muscular dystrophy research. Research supported through this funding opportunity announcement will address basic, translational or clinical studies of the muscular dystrophies, which include, but are not limited to, Duchenne, myotonic, facioscapulohumeral, and congenital muscular dystrophies. This FOA will utilize the Ruth L. Kirschstein NRSA F32 award mechanism.

Program Number: 82003

Sponsor: Western Association of Women Historians
Title: Founders Dissertation Fellowship
Contact: Lydia Otero, Chair
Tel: 520-621-8985
Email: lotero@u.arizona.edu
Website: http://www.wawh.org/awards/currentinfo.html#FDF
Full Program: http://www.wawh.org/docs/FDFApplication2012.pdf
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

Deadline Note:
Applicants who wish to have acknowledgment of receipt of their application materials should send them certified mail with a return receipt.

SYNOPSIS:

The Founders’ Dissertation Fellowship is an annual to graduate students who show promise of significant contributions to historical scholarship.

Program Number: 81942

Sponsor: University of Michigan
Title: Jacob M. Price Visiting Research Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 734-764-2347
Email: clements-fellowships@umich.edu
Website: http://www.clements.umich.edu
Full Program: http://www.clements.umich.edu/fellowship.php
Deadlines: 1/15/2012
SYNOPSIS:

The Jacob M. Price Visiting Research Fellowships offer support for short-term research at the Clements Library by graduate students and junior faculty on any topic of American history that is supported by the collections. Grants are for $1,000 and require a minimum visit of one week.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 81886
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Texas Tech University
Title: Formby Library Research Fellowships
Contact: Dr. Diane Warner, Chair
Tel: 806-742-3749
Email: diane.warner@ttu.edu
Website: http://www.swco.ttu.edu/
Full Program: http://www.swco.ttu.edu/Formby%20Fellowship/formby_research_fellowships.php
Deadlines: 1/20/2012

Deadline Note:
There is no special application form.

SYNOPSIS:

The Southwest Collection/Special Collections Library (SWC/SCL) invites applications for the Formby Research Fellowships which support short-term fellowships of 1-3 months.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 81708
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health/DHHS
Title: Predoctoral Fellowships
Contact: Becky Chen
Tel: 301-496-2429
Email: bioethics-inquiries@mail.nih.gov
Website: http://www.bioethics.nih.gov/education/index.shtml
Deadlines: 1/15/2012
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor's Warren Grant Magnuson Clinical Center Department of Clinical Bioethics offers a limited number of predoctoral fellowship positions in bioethics.

Program Number: 80984

Sponsor: Kappa Omicron Nu
Title: Marjorie M. Brown Dissertation Fellowship Program
Contact: Dorothy Mitstifer
Tel: 517-351-8335
Email: dmitstifer@kon.org
Full Program: http://www.kon.org/awards/grants.html
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The purpose of the Kappa Omicron Nu Marjorie M. Brown Dissertation Fellowship Program is to support research to continue Brown's philosophical work using critical social theory, demonstrating understanding of Brown's Philosophical Studies and other recent pieces of work and of their ongoing significance for the human sciences. The intention is to build upon Brown's project and tradition of fine scholarship to continue critical analysis of concepts central to the field and for dialogue toward acceptance by the profession.

Program Number: 78311

Sponsor: Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc.
Title: Louis Stokes Urban Health Policy Fellows Program
Contact:
Tel: 202-263-2820
Email: info@cbcfinc.org
Full Program: http://www.cbcfinc.org/fellowships/louis-stokes-urban-health-public-policy-fellows-program.html
Deadlines: 3/20/2012
SYNOPSIS:

The Louis Stokes Urban Health Policy Fellows Program is a 12-month policy training and leadership development program that targets early to mid-level policy professionals who are committed to eliminating health disparities nationally and globally. CBCF Louis Stokes Fellows receive health policy training while working in a CBC Member’s personal and committee office. Typically, they spend five months working in a congressional member’s office and the remaining seven months working on a congressional committee that focuses on health-related issues. CBCF complements the fellows’ policy training on the Hill by providing opportunities to improve and develop leadership skills so they can be more effective in their professional roles. The program also includes educational enrichment opportunities through seminars on policy and politics. These seminars explore hot-button policy issues, the politics of policymaking and policy implementation, and evaluation of policy already implemented. Fellows are also exposed to the history and work of the Congressional Black Caucus, and prepared to analyze the impact of policies on African Americans and other minority groups. Participants in the Louis Stokes Urban Health Policy Fellows Program must reside in or relocate to the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. Compensation for the fellowship term is $40,000, with benefits. Fellows are responsible for their own travel, housing, and other associated expenses.

SYNOPSIS:

The James and Sylvia Thayer Short-Term Research Fellowships support the use of special collections materials by visiting scholars and UCLA graduate students. Special collections materials are located in the Arts, Biomedical, Music, and Research libraries and the University Archives.
Graduate Student Funding | 2011-2014

Sponsor: National Society of Professional Engineers
Title: Milton F. Lunch Research Fellowship
Contact: Joe Jones
Tel: 301-951-5466
Email: joe.h.jones@schinnerer.com
Website: http://www.nspe.org
Full Program: http://www.nspe.org/Students/Scholarships/miltonlunch.html
Deadlines: 1/27/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor invites applications for the Milton F. Lunch Research Fellowship, open to students of engineering, architecture, construction, and law.

Program Number: 76737

Sponsor: Association of University Radiologists
Title: AUR-GE Radiology Research Academic Fellowships
Contact: Stephanie Taylor
Tel: 630-368-3730
Email: aur@rsna.org
Website: http://www.aur.org/GE/index.cfm
Full Program: http://www.aur.org/GE/application_process.cfm
Deadlines: 1/20/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The program was initiated to help meet the scholarly and research support needs of radiology. The specific purpose of the program is to bring the benefits of radiological advances to medical practice and the public. Up to four, two-year fellowships will be awarded annually.

Program Number: 76422

Sponsor: CDC Foundation
Title: CDC Experience--Applied Epidemiology Fellowship
Contact:
Graduate Student Funding | 2011-2014

Tel: 404-498-6151  
Email: cdcexperience@cdcfoundation.org  
Website: http://www.cdcfoundation.org/thecdcexperience  
Full Program: http://www.cdc.gov/CDCExperienceFellowship/AppInfo.html  
Deadlines: 12/2/2011

Deadline Note:  
Applications are open from September 2, 2011 to December 2, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The CDC Experience Applied Epidemiology Fellowship is a one-year fellowship in applied epidemiology for medical students. The program is designed to increase the pool of physicians with a population health perspective.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 76273  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Center for Philosophy of Religion at the University of Notre Dame  
Title: Visiting Graduate Fellowships  
Contact: Michael Rea, Director  
Tel: 574-631-7339  
Email: philreligion@nd.edu  
Full Program: http://philreligion.nd.edu/center-fellowships/  
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Visiting Graduate Fellowships are awarded to philosophy graduate students from other institutions who are working on dissertations in the philosophy of religion. One fellowship is awarded annually.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 76184  
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research  
Title: Maria Salit-Gitelson Tell Memorial Fellowship  
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee  
Tel: 212-294-6139

Source: InfoEd / Retrieved October 19, 2011
SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports original doctoral or post-doctoral research in the field of Lithuanian Jewish history, the city of Vilnius in particular.

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports original doctoral or post-doctoral research in the field of East European Jewish history.

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports original doctoral or post-doctoral research in the field of Lithuanian Jewish history, the city of Vilnius in particular.
SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports doctoral or post-doctoral research on Jewish educational networks in Lithuania, with emphasis on pre-war Vilna and the Vilna region.

Program Number: 76181

Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Title: Vivian Lefsky Hort Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee
Tel: 212-294-6139
Email: pglasser@yivo.cjh.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports original doctoral or post-doctoral research in the field of Yiddish literature.

Program Number: 76180

Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Title: Aleksander and Alicja Hertz Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee
Tel: 212-294-6139
Email: pglasser@yivo.cjh.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:
This fellowship supports doctoral or post-doctoral research on Polish-Jewish history in the modern period, particularly Jewish-Polish relations and Jewish contributions to Polish literature and culture.

Program Number: 76179
Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Title: Vladimir and Pearl Heifetz Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee
Tel: 212-246-6139
Email: pglasser@yivo.cjh.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The fellowship is designed to assist an undergraduate, graduate or post-graduate researcher of Eastern European Jewish Music at the YIVO Archives and Library.

Program Number: 76178
Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Title: Rose and Isidore Drench Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee
Tel: 212-294-6139
Email: pglasser@yivo.cjh.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is dedicated to doctoral or post-doctoral research in American Jewish history, with special consideration given to scholars working on some aspect of the Jewish labor movement.
Program Number: 76175

Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Title: Dora and Meyer Tendler Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee
Tel: 212-294-6139
Email: pglasser@yivo.cjh.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The fellowship is designed to support graduate research in Jewish Studies, with preference given to research in YIVO collections.

Program Number: 76174

Sponsor: YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
Title: Professor Bernard Choseed Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Paul Glasser, Chair - Fellowship Committee
Tel: 212-294-6139
Email: pglasser@yivo.cjh.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports original doctoral or post-doctoral research in the field of East European Jewish studies.
Program Number: 74706

Sponsor: Center for Plant Conservation
Title: Catherine H. Beattie Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 314-577-9450
Email: cpc@mobot.org
Full Program: http://www.centerforplantconservation.org/beattie.html
Deadlines: 11/30/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Each year, the grant enables a graduate student in biology, horticulture, or a related field to conduct research on a rare or endangered U.S. plant. Preference is given to students focusing on the endangered flora of the Carolinas or the southeastern United States.

Program Number: 74576

Sponsor: Society for Ethnomusicology
Title: Nadia and Nicholas Nahumck Fellowship and Award
Contact:
Tel: 812-855-6672
Email: sem@indiana.edu
Full Program: http://webdb.iu.edu/sem/scripts/prizes/prizesdetail.cfm?pID=8
Deadlines: 4/1/2012

Deadline Note:
Awarded biennially

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides an award to help support research on a dance-related subject and its subsequent publication.
Sponsor: Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute
Title: Post-Doctoral Fellowship Program
Contact: 
Tel: 
Email: jobs_postdocs@mbari.org,
Full Program: http://www.mbari.org/oed/jobs/Postdocs_2012.html
Deadlines: 12/7/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor invites applications for the Postdoctoral Fellowship Program at the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI).

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 73808
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Consortium for Ocean Leadership
Title: Schlanger Ocean Drilling Fellowship Program
Contact: Charna Meth, USSSP Assistant Director
Tel: 202-787-1639
Email: cmeth@oceaneleadership.org.
Website: http://iodp-usssp.org/research/schlanger-fellowships/
Full Program: http://iodp-usssp.org/research/schlanger-fellowships/fellowship-guidelines/
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The Schlanger Ocean Drilling Fellowship Program offers merit-based awards for outstanding graduate students to conduct research related to the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program. The $30,000 per year award is to be used for stipend, tuition, benefits, research costs, and travel.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 73782
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: International Center for Jefferson Studies
Title: Short-Term Residential Fellowships
Contact: Joan Hairfield
Tel: 434-984-7500
SYNOPSIS:

Short-term fellowships are awarded for periods of one, two, three or four months to doctoral candidates and postdoctoral scholars from any country working on Jefferson-related projects. At least one fellowship will be reserved for related research topics in African-American History and in archaeology for fellows using the Digital Archaeological Archive of Comparative Slavery.

Program Number: 73742
Sponsor: University of Central Florida
Title: Advanced Simulation and Training Fellowships
Contact: Marybeth Thompson
Tel: thompson@ist.ucf.edu
Full Program: http://www.ist.ucf.edu/link_foundation.htm
Deadlines: 1/16/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards up to five fellowships to qualified doctoral students studying in the simulation and training field in academic institutions per year, with each grant totaling $25,000.

Program Number: 73738
Sponsor: Dartmouth College
Title: Link Foundation Energy Fellowship
Contact: Dr. Lee R. Lynd, Manager
Tel: 603-646-2674
Website: http://www.binghamton.edu/link-foundation/
Full Program: http://www.linkenergy.org/guidelines.html
Deadlines: 12/1/2011
SYNOPSIS:

In an effort to foster education and innovation in the area of societal production and utilization of energy, the sponsor invites applications for two-year fellowships of $25,000 per year for students working toward a Ph.D. degree. Fellowships are only tenable at U.S. and Canadian Universities.

Program Number: 73546

Sponsor: De Karman (Josephine) Fellowship Trust
Title: Fellowship Program
Contact: Judy McClain, Secretary
Tel: 909-592-0607
Email: info@dekarman.org
Website: http://www.dekarman.org/
Full Program: http://www.dekarman.org/qualifications/
Deadlines: 1/31/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The purpose of this fellowship program is to recognize and assist students whose scholastic achievements reflect professor von Karman’s high standards. At least ten fellowships are available.

Program Number: 72456

Sponsor: American Institute for Yemeni Studies
Title: Fellowships for Study and Research in Yemen -- Competition for U.S. Scholars
Contact: Dr. Maria J. Ellis, Executive Director
Tel: 610-896-5412
Email: mellis@sas.upenn.edu
Website: http://www.aiys.org/
Full Program: http://www.aiys.org/fellowships.html
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor awards a fellowship for research on Yemen, presently limited to venues other than Yemen.

Program Number: 72453

Sponsor: Center for Comparative Immigration Studies
Title: Pre-Doctoral Visiting Research Fellowship
Contact: Ana Minvielle, Management Services Officer
Tel: 858-822-4447
Email: aminvielle@ucsd.edu
Website: http://ccis.ucsd.edu/
Full Program: http://ccis.ucsd.edu/programs/fellowship-programs/
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers a limited number of Visiting Research Fellowships each academic year. These awards are to support advanced research and writing on any aspect of international migration and refugee flows, in any of the social sciences, history, law, and comparative literature. Due to funding constraints, the sponsor awards fellowships only to scholars who have a current or former affiliation with a University of California campus (as a graduate student, faculty member, or researcher). Self-funded Guest Scholars are not required to have a UC affiliation.

Program Number: 72445

Sponsor: Douglass (Frederick) Institute for African and African-American Studies
Title: Predoctoral Fellowship
Contact: Tel: 585-275-7235
Email: FDI@troi.cc.rochester.edu
Website: http://www.rochester.edu/College/AAS/fellowships/index.html
Full Program: http://www.rochester.edu/College/AAS/fellowships/predoc.html
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for a predoctoral fellowship awarded annually to a graduate student of any university who studies aspects of the African and African-American experience. The annual stipend is $26,000.

Program Number: 71747
Sponsor: American Association of Endodontists Foundation
Title: Endodontic Educator Fellowship Award
Contact: 
Tel: 
Email: info@aae.org
Website: http://www.aae.org
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

An award is given in recognition of the critical role that educators play in strengthening the specialty. The awards provide funding to individuals who agree to commit a minimum of five years to a full-time academic career in endodontics at a dental school that is accredited by or has a reciprocal agreement with the Commission on Dental Accreditation of the American Dental Association.

Program Number: 71524
Sponsor: Economic History Association
Title: Graduate Dissertation Fellowships
Contact: Professor Aldo Musacchio, chair
Tel: 408-554-4348
Email: rmcquire@uakron.edu
Website: http://www.eh.net/eha/grants-and-fellowships
Full Program: http://www.eh.net/eha/node/add/grad-dissertation-app
Deadlines: 1/13/2012

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for one Sokoloff fellowship of $15,000 and an additional $10,000 dissertation award designed for students whose thesis topic in Economic History has been approved and who have made some progress towards writing their dissertation.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 71402
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Association for Dental Research
Title: Student Research Fellowships
Contact: Sheri S. Herren
Tel: 703-299-8094
Email: sherren@iadr.org
Website: http://www.aadronline.org
Full Program: http://www.aadronline.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageid=3569
Deadlines: 1/6/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides awards to encourage dental students living in the United States to consider careers in oral health research. Proposals are sought in basic and clinical research related to oral health.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 70580
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Houghton Library
Title: W. Jackson Bate/Douglas W. Bryant American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies (ASECS) Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 617-495-2441
Website: http://hcl.harvard.edu/libraries/houghton/public_programs/visiting_fellowships.cfm
Deadlines: 1/13/2012

SYNOPSIS:
Short-term fellowships are available to assist scholars who must travel to work within the Library's collections. Each fellow is expected to be in residence at Houghton for at least four weeks during the fellowship year, July 2010 through June 2011 (these do not have to be consecutive weeks); the stipend for the fellowship is $3,000.

Program Number: 70430
Sponsor: Walpole (Lewis) Library
Title: Visiting Fellowships and Travel Grants
Contact: Margaret K. Powell, W.S. Lewis Librarian & Executive Director
Tel: 860-677-2140
Email: margaret.powell@yale.edu
Website: http://www.library.yale.edu/walpole/research/fellowships.html
Full Program: http://www.library.yale.edu/walpole/research/fellowships.html#vis
Deadlines: 1/23/2012
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers short-term residential fellowships and travel grants to support research in the Library's rich collections of eighteenth-century - mainly British - materials, including important holdings of prints, drawings, manuscripts, rare books, and paintings, as well as a growing collection of sources for the study of New England Native Americans.

Program Number: 70416
Sponsor: Yale Center for British Art
Title: Residential Visiting Scholar Award
Contact:
Tel: 203-432-9805
Email: ycba.visiting scholars@yale.edu
Full Program: http://ycba.yale.edu/education/edu_fellowships.html
Deadlines: 1/6/2012
SYNOPSIS:
The Yale Center for British Art offers short-term residential awards to scholars undertaking research related to British art. The awards are intended to enable scholars working in any discipline, including history, the history of art, literature, and other fields related to British visual and material culture, to study the Center’s collections of paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints, rare books, and manuscripts, as well as primary and secondary reference materials.

---

Program Number: 70165

Sponsor: Sigma Delta Epsilon  
Title: Nell I. Mondy Fellowship  
Contact: Laurie B. Cook, PhD  
Tel: 585-395-5757  
Email: fellowshipsquestions@gwis.org  
Full Program: http://www.gwis.org/programs.html#application  
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship to help increase knowledge in the fundamental sciences and to encourage research careers in the sciences by women.

---

Program Number: 68427

Sponsor: Soros (Paul and Daisy) Fellowships for New Americans  
Title: Fellowships for New Americans  
Contact:  
Tel: 212-547-6926  
Email: pd Soros_fellows@sorosny.org  
Website: http://www.pdsoros.org/competition/  
Full Program: http://www.pdsoros.org/forms/fullapp.pdf  
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:
This fellowship provides opportunities for continuing generations of able and accomplished New Americans to achieve leadership in their chosen fields. The Program is established in recognition of the contributions New Americans have made to American life and in gratitude for the opportunities the United States has afforded the donors and their family.

Program Number: 67914

Sponsor: Intercollegiate Studies Institute
Title: Bache Renshaw Fellowship for Doctoral Study in Education
Contact:
Tel: 800-526-7022
Email: awards@isi.org
Website: http://www.isi.org/programs/fellowships/bache_renshaw.html
Full Program: http://www.isi.org/programs/fellowships/fellowships.html
Deadlines: 1/16/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a Fellowship for doctoral study in education that will influence the discipline with the ideas, values, and institutions that are fundamental to America’s Western tradition.

Program Number: 67345

Sponsor: Weill (Kurt) Foundation for Music
Title: Dissertation Fellowships
Contact: Carolyn Weber, Director
Tel: 212-505-5240
Email: cweber@kwf.org
Website: http://www.kwf.org/
Full Program: http://www.kwf.org/grants-a-prizes/grant-program/87-grant-guidelines.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

Deadline Note:
The annual application deadline is 1 November for the following calendar year, academic year, or cultural season, and applicants will be informed of awards no later than 1 February of the funding year.

SYNOPSIS:
The non-profit, private Foundation, founded by Lotte Lenya in 1962, is dedicated to promoting understanding of Kurt Weill's life and works and preserving the legacies of Weill and Lenya. For this particular grant, Doctoral (Ph.D.) candidates may apply for dissertation fellowships to assist in research activities.

Program Number: 66343
Sponsor: Louisville Institute
Title: Dissertation Fellowship Program
Contact: Tel: 502-992-5432
Email: info@louisville-institute.org
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for the final year Ph.D. or Th.D. dissertation writing for students engaged in research pertaining to North American Christianity, especially projects related to Christian faith and life, religious institutions, and pastoral leadership. The fellowship provides a $19,000 stipend over a twelve-month period.

Program Number: 66092
Sponsor: Institute of International Education
Title: Language Flagship Fellowships
Contact: Tel: 800-618-6737
Email: flagship@iie.edu
Website: http://borenawards.org
Full Program: http://borenawards.org/the_language_flagship/apply.html
Deadlines: 1/12/2012

SYNOPSIS:
The Language Flagship offers a limited number of fellowships to qualified American students interested in receiving financial support to participate in one of the graduate Flagship Programs in Arabic, Chinese, Korean, and Persian.

Program Number: 66068
Sponsor: Kenyon College
Title: Marilyn Yarbrough Dissertation/Teaching Fellowship
Contact: Amy Quinlivan, Executive Assistant to the Associate Provosts
Tel: 740-427-5117
Email: quinlivana@kenyon.edu
Website: http://www.kenyon.edu/x27112
Full Program: https://employment.kenyon.edu/applicants/jsp/shared/frameset/Frameset.jsp?time=1317156749273
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for minority scholars in the final stages of their doctoral work who need only to finish the dissertation to complete requirements for the Ph.D., in a effort to encourage these Fellows to consider a liberal arts college as a place to begin their careers as teachers and scholars. The one-year fellowship is at Kenyon College in Ohio. Fellows are expected to complete their dissertations during the year. A $32,500 stipend is provided.

Program Number: 64654
Sponsor: Sigma Delta Epsilon
Title: Vessa Notchev Fellowship
Contact: Laurie B. Cook, PhD
Tel: 585-395-5757
Email: fellowshipsquestions@gwis.org
Website: http://www.gwis.org/
Full Program: http://www.gwis.org/programs.html#application
Deadlines: 1/15/2012
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship for research in natural sciences, including physical, environmental, mathematical, computer, life sciences, anthropology, psychology, and statistics.

Program Number: 64653

Sponsor: Sigma Delta Epsilon
Title: Sigma Delta Epsilon Fellowships
Contact: Laurie B. Cook, PhD, Fellowships Coordinator
Tel: 585-395-5757
Email: fellowshipsquestions@gwis.org
Website: http://www.gwis.org/
Full Program: http://www.gwis.org/programs.html#application
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides fellowships for research in the natural sciences, including physical, environmental, mathematical, computer, life sciences, anthropology, psychology, and statistics.

Program Number: 64652

Sponsor: Sigma Delta Epsilon
Title: Eloise Gerry Fellowship
Contact: Laurie B. Cook, PhD
Tel: 585-395-5757
Email: fellowshipsquestions@gwis.org
Website: http://www.gwis.org/
Full Program: http://www.gwis.org/programs.html#application
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:
The fellowship is for research in the natural sciences, including physical, environmental, mathematical, computer, life sciences, anthropology, psychology, and statistics.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 64531
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Educational Research Association
Title: Minority Dissertation Fellowship in Education Research
Contact: George Wimberly
Tel: 202-238-3200
Email: fellowships@aera.net
Website: http://www.aera.net/fellowships/?id=88
Full Program: http://www.aera.net/uploadedFiles/Minority%20Instructions%202012.pdf
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers doctoral fellowships to advance education research by outstanding minority graduate students and to improve the quality and diversity of university faculties.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 64330
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Society of Civil Engineers
Title: Trent R. Dames and William W. Moore Fellowship
Contact: 
Tel: 
Website: http://www.asce.org/Content.aspx?id=18337
Full Program: http://www.asce.org/Student-Organizations/Scholarships-and-Fellowships/2012-Trent-R--Dames-and-Williams-W--Moore-Fellowship/
Deadlines: 2/9/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Grants are to provide for the exploration of new applications of geotechnical engineering or the earth sciences to social, economic, environmental and political issues. Applicants must be practicing engineers or earth scientists, professors or graduate students.
Program Number: 64004

Sponsor: Council on Library and Information Resources
Title: Mellon Fellowships for Dissertation Research in Original Sources
Contact:
Tel: 202-939-4750
Email: mellon@clir.org
Website: http://www.clir.org/fellowships/mellon/mellon.html#info
Full Program: http://www.clir.org/fellowships/mellon/applicants.html
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

Deadline Note:
Complete applications must be submitted using CLIR’s online application form. The application deadline is 5:00 p.m. Eastern time on Tuesday, November 15, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to doctoral candidates for dissertation research in the humanities in original sources. Original source material means primary sources such as the following: records, documents, manuscripts, and other written material; photographs, films, sound recordings, oral histories, and other audiovisual material; maps, blueprints, drawings, and other graphic material; library special collections, including books used as primary, not secondary, sources; original artwork, artifacts, and museum objects; and born-digital sources such as websites, wikis, and blogs. Fellowships must begin between June 1 and September 1, 2012 and end within 12 months of commencing.

Program Number: 63957

Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Douglass Foundation Fellowship in American Art
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel: 
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#doug
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Application, along with the required letters of recommendation, must be made by letter and must be received by the deadline date of November 4, 2011. Applications received after that date will not be considered. The sponsor will not accept electronically submitted applications or letters of recommendation.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship to a promising young scholar for one year's study or research in the American Wing of the Metropolitan Museum of Art (in either the Department of American Paintings and Sculpture or the Department of American Decorative Arts) on an aspect of the Museum's collection. All fellowships must take place between September 1, 2012, and August 31, 2013. Fellowships generally begin in September.

Program Number: 63950

Sponsor: National Institute of Nursing Research/NIH/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) for Individual Predoctoral Fellows in Nursing Research (F31)
Contact: David Banks, Ph.D., M.P.H., M.S.S.W., RN, Extramural Research Training Program Director
Tel: 301-496-9558
Email: banksdh@mail.nih.gov

Deadline Note:
Applications may be submitted to Grants.gov in response to this announcement on or after March 8, 2011. Applications are due annually on August 8, December 8, and April 8. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on January 8, 2014.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor invites applications for the Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) for Individual Predoctoral Fellows in Nursing Research (F31) program. The purpose of the program is to train future generations of outstanding nurse scientists who are committed to research careers in scientific health-related fields relevant to the programmatic interests of the National Institute of Nursing Research (NINR). This FOA encourages Individual Predoctoral Fellowship (F31) applications from institutions/organizations that propose to increase the number of nurses prepared with a
doctoral degree in order to meet the demands for adequately trained behavioral, biological, and biobehavioral scientists. NINR is particularly interested in facilitating the progress of students who are in research training programs for recent nursing graduates and students in BSN to PhD programs. This fellowship program will provide predoctoral training support for doctoral students. The applicant should propose a research training program and dissertation research that is consistent with the scientific mission of the NINR. This FOA will utilize the Ruth L. Kirschstein NRSA F31 award mechanism.

Program Number: 63417

Sponsor: Institute of Industrial Engineers
Title: E.J. Sierleja Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Bonnie Cameron
Tel: 800-494-0460
Email: bcameron@iienet.org
Full Program: http://www.iienet2.org/Details.aspx?id=857
Deadlines: 11/15/2011, 2/1/2012

Deadline Note:
Students may not apply directly for any scholarships except the IIE Council of Fellows Undergraduate Scholarship. They must be nominated by IE department heads and nomination must be mailed to the Institute headquarters by Nov. 15. Scholarship nominations open Sept. 1. Students will be sent an application package to complete and return to IIE. Applications must be postmarked on or before Feb. 1.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship to a graduate student pursuing advanced studies in the area of transportation.

Program Number: 63409

Sponsor: Institute of Industrial Engineers
Title: Gilbreth Memorial Fellowship
Contact: Bonnie Cameron
Tel: 800-494-0460
Email: bcameron@iienet.org
Full Program: http://www.iienet2.org/Details.aspx?id=857
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Deadlines: 11/15/2011, 2/1/2012

Deadline Note:
Students may not apply directly for any scholarships except the IIE Council of Fellows Undergraduate Scholarship. They must be nominated by IE department heads and nomination must be mailed to the Institute headquarters by Nov. 15. Scholarship nominations open Sept. 1. Students will be sent an application package to complete and return to IIE. Applications must be postmarked on or before Feb. 1.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship to graduate students enrolled in any accredited school in the United States, its territories, Canada and Mexico who are pursuing advanced degree programs in industrial engineering.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 63392
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: American Historical Print Collectors Society Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Full Program: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/ahpcs.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship for research on American prints of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries or for projects using prints as primary documentation. The is jointly funded by the American Historical Print Collectors Society and AAS.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 63388
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: Reese Fellowship
Contact:
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor funds short-term fellowships for access to the collections at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts. Eligible applicants must hold a Ph.D. or be doctoral candidates engaged in dissertation research.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 63386

Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: Drawn to Art Fellowship
Contact: Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Website: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/acafellowship.htm
Full Program: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/drawntoart.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The "Drawn to Art" Fellowship supports research on American art, visual culture, or other projects that will make substantial use of graphic materials as primary sources.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 63384

Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: Legacy Fellowship
Contact: Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Website: http://www.americanantiquarian.org
The Legacy Fellowship is awarded for research on any topic supported by the collections.

The sponsor's goal is to help students initiate careers in cardiovascular research by providing research assistance and training. Awards are in the amount of $25,180 per year, for a duration of one or two years.

The American Society for Engineering Education offers National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowships. Applicants can find more information at the provided website.
Deadlines: 12/16/2011

Deadline Note:
All applicants are required to submit the application online by December 16, 2011 at 5 p.m. EST. All materials must be submitted electronically or received by this deadline. Reference Letters are also due on December 16, 2011 by 5 p.m. EST.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers a highly competitive, portable fellowship that is awarded to U.S. citizens and nationals who intend to pursue graduate study in one of the 15 supported disciplines.

------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 61847
------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: University of Wisconsin-Madison Arboretum
Title: Fellowship in Ecological Restoration
Contact: Bradley M. Herrick
Tel: 608-263-7888
Email: bmherrick@uwarb.wisc.edu
Website: http://uwarboretum.org/research/gca_fellowship/
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship of $8,000 to an exceptional graduate student to assist with study and research in ecological restoration at an accredited university in the United States.

------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 61846
------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Landscape Architecture Foundation
Title: Douglas Dockery Thomas Fellowship in Garden History and Design
Contact:
Tel: 202-331-7070
Website: http://lafoundation.org/
SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is awarded annually to an exceptional graduate student to assist with study and research at a leading American institution.

Program Number: 61551

Sponsor: American Otological Society
Title: Research Training Fellowship
Contact: John P. Carey, M.D., Executive Secretary
Tel: 410-955-7381
Email: jcarey@jhmi.edudu
Website: http://www.americanotologicalsociety.org/information.html
Full Program: http://www.americanotologicalsociety.org/images/forms/FY13fellowship.doc
Deadlines: 1/31/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards fellowships to foster the academic training of students and resident physicians in sciences related to the investigation of any topic related to ear disorders. Awards of up to $35,000 are available.

Program Number: 61525

Sponsor: Pharmaceutical Research & Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) Foundation
Title: Postdoctoral Fellowships in Health Outcomes
Contact: Tel: 202-572-7756
Website: http://www.phrmafoundation.org/
Full Program: http://www.phrmafoundation.org/index.php?option=com_award&task=sdetail&id=7
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

Deadline Note:
Applications are to be submitted via the Foundation website and received by February 1, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides stipend support for individuals engaged in a research training program that will create or extend their credentials in health outcomes. The award consists of an annual stipend of $55,000 per year for up to two years.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 61524
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Pharmaceutical Research & Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) Foundation
Title: Predoctoral Fellowships in Health Outcomes
Contact:
Tel: 202-572-7756
Website: http://www.phrmafoundation.org/
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

Deadline Note: Applications are to be submitted via the Foundation website and received by February 1, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for promising students during their thesis research in health outcomes. The program provides a stipend and funds to cover costs incidental to the training for a minimum of one year, and a maximum of two years.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 61387
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Social Science Research Council
Title: Eurasia Program--Predissertation Awards
Contact: Cynthia Buckley, Program Director
Tel: 212-377-2700
Email: eurasia@ssrc.org
Website: http://www.ssrc.org/
Full Program: http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/eurasia-fellowship/
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Pre-Dissertation Awards (PDAs) enable early stage graduate students to perform initial field assessments of up to 4 weeks for archival exploration, preliminary interviews, and other forms of feasibility studies related to their dissertations. The following countries are eligible for funding under the SSRC Eurasia Fellowship Program: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. The length of the fellowship term is four consecutive weeks (June 1, 2012 – May 31, 2013).

Program Number: 60786
Sponsor: Fund for Theological Education, Inc.
Title: Dissertation Fellows
Contact: Prof. Charles Hiroshi Garrett, Chair
Tel: 404-727-1409
Website: http://www.thefund.org/pages/fellowship-applications
Full Program: http://www.thefund.org/pages/dissertation-fellowships
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for African-American doctoral students who are preparing to write their Ph.D. or Th.D. dissertations. Fellows receive a stipend of up to $20,000.

Program Number: 59756
Sponsor: American Musicological Society
Title: Howard Mayer Brown Fellowship
Contact: Prof. Charles Hiroshi Garrett, Chair
Tel: 877-679-7648
Email: cgarr@umich.edu
Website: http://www.ams-net.org/fellowships/hmb.php
Full Program: http://www.ams-net.org/fellowships/index.php
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Deadlines: 12/15/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications should be made using the online submission form, a link to which will be available on the sponsor's website on 18 November. The application deadline is 5:00 p.m. EST, 15 December 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is intended to increase the presence of minority scholars and teachers in musicology. Preference will normally be given to candidates who are citizens or permanent residents of the U.S. or Canada.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 59755
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Musicological Society
Title: Alvin H. Johnson AMS 50 Dissertation Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 207-798-4243
Email: a50-recomms@ams-net.org
Website: http://www.ams-net.org/fellowships/ams50.php
Full Program: http://www.ams-net.org/fellowships/index.php
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications should be made using the online submission form, a link to which will be available on the sponsor's website on 18 November. The application deadline is 5:00 p.m. EST, 15 December 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The Society makes available three dissertation-year fellowships each year. Any submission for a doctoral degree in which the emphasis is on musical scholarship will be eligible.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 59279
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Parkinson Disease Association
Title: Medical Student Summer Fellowships
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to enable a medical student to perform active supervised laboratory or clinical research designed to clarify our understanding of Parkinson's disease, its nature, manifestations, etiology or treatment. The stipend will be in the amount of $4,000.

Program Number: 58831

Sponsor: American Society of Safety Engineers
Title: Liberty Mutual Safety Research Fellowship Program
Contact: Dr. Chien-Chi (Max) Chang
Tel: 
Email: Chien-Chi.Chang@LibertyMutual.com
Full Program: http://www.asse.org/foundation/research/LM_program.php
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to encourage research activity in the field of safety. Eligible applicants must be United States citizens or permanent residents; and possess a Ph.D. degree, or be working towards a masters or Ph.D. The award period is four to six weeks, and provides a maximum stipend of $9,500.

Program Number: 58471

Sponsor: National Research Council
Title: Ford Foundation Dissertation Fellowships
Contact:
SYNOPSIS:

The dissertation fellowships provide one year of support for individuals working to complete a dissertation leading to a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) or Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) degree. Dissertation fellowships will be awarded in a national competition administered by the National Research Council (NRC) on behalf of the Ford Foundation. The awards will be made to individuals who, in the judgment of the review panels, have demonstrated superior academic achievement, are committed to a career in teaching and research at the college or university level, show promise of future achievement as scholars and teachers, and are well prepared to use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 57956
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards (NRSA) for Individual Senior Fellows (Parent F33)
Contact:
Tel: 202-334-2872
Email: infofell@nas.edu
Website: http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_047959
Full Program: http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_048203
Deadlines: 11/17/2011

Deadline Note:
In order to be reviewed, the on-line application must be submitted by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time on November 17, 2011. Supplementary Materials must be received in the Fellowships Office by January 6, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

Applications may be submitted to Grants.gov in response to this announcement on or after March 8, 2011. The deadlines for receipt of standard applications under this announcement are: April 8, August 8, and December 8 annually. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on May 8, 2014.
The sponsors awards individual senior level research training fellowships to experienced scientists who wish to make major changes in the direction of their research careers or who wish to broaden their scientific background by acquiring new research capabilities as independent investigators in research fields relevant to the missions of participating NIH Institutes and Centers. This funding opportunity announcement (FOA) uses the Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Postdoctoral National Research Service Award (NRSA) mechanism (F33).

Program Number: 56706

Sponsor: United Negro College Fund
Title: UNCF/Merck Graduate Science Research Dissertation Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 800-331-2244
Email: uncfmerck@uncf.org
Full Program: http://umsi.uncf.org/ApplyOnline/GraduateInstructions/tabid/211/Default.aspx
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:
Support is provided to African Americans who are enrolled in a full-time Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree program to complete coursework, conduct research, and prepare the dissertation required for a doctoral degree in the biomedically relevant life or physical sciences. Each award consists of a stipend for the student and a grant for the department.

Program Number: 46695

Sponsor: Hagley Museum & Library
Title: Henry Belin du Pont Dissertation Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 302-658-2400
Website: http://www.hagley.org/library/center/hbdupontdissfellow.html
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides support for graduate students who have completed all course work for the doctoral degree and are conducting research on their dissertation.

Program Number: 46081
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Predoctoral Fellows (Parent F31)
Contact: GrantsInfo@nih.gov
Deadline Note: The deadlines for receipt of standard applications under this announcement are: April 8, August 8, and December 8 annually. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on May 8, 2014.

NOTE: The last receipt date for new non AIDS F31 applications to NCCAM is August 8, 2011, and September 7, 2011 AIDS related applications; the last receipt date for resubmissions of non AIDS F31 applications to NCCAM is April 8, 2012 and AIDS-related applications is May 7, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsors invite applications for Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Predoctoral Fellows to provide support for promising doctoral candidates who will be performing dissertation research and training in scientific health-related fields relevant to the missions of the participating NIH Institutes and Centers (ICs) during the tenure of the award. This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) will utilize the NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Predoctoral National Research Service Award (NRSA) mechanism (F31).
SYNOPSIS:

The Smithsonian American Art Museum and its Renwick Gallery invite applications for research fellowships in art and visual culture of the United States. Fellowships are residential and support full-time independent and dissertation research.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to encourage independent research by investigators early in their careers and to increase research opportunities for persons trained for careers in neurobiological investigation.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to encourage independent research by investigators early in their careers and to increase research opportunities for persons trained for careers in neurobiological investigation.
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Contact:
Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One fellowship is awarded annually for 24 months. The fellowship is intended for the advancement and completion of a doctoral dissertation in European art on a topic before the early nineteenth century.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 42442
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Missouri Botanical Garden
Title: Anne S. Chatham Fellowship in Medicinal Botany
Contact: Bruce Ponman
Tel: 314-577-9565
Email: bruce.ponman@mobot.org
Full Program: http://www.wlbcenter.org/chatham.htm
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Support is provided to enable study in medicinal botany. Eligible applicants are Ph.D. candidates and recent Ph.D.s. One award of $4,000 is granted annually.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 41956
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Mellon (Paul) Centre for Studies in British Art
Title: Junior Fellowships
Contact: Grants Administrator
Tel: 020 7580 0311
Email: grants@paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk
Website: http://www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk/20/
Full Program: http://www.paul-mellon-centre.ac.uk/fileadmin/documents/fellowships/junior.doc
Deadlines: 1/15/2012
SYNOPSIS:

Junior Fellowships in the United Kingdom (based at the Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art in London) or in the United States (based at the Yale Center for British Art in New Haven, Conn.) are offered to scholars already engaged in doctoral research on British art or architectural history.

Program Number: 39978

Sponsor: International Reading Association
Title: Jeanne S. Chall Research Fellowship
Contact: Tel: 302-731-1600
Email: research@reading.org
Full Program: http://www.reading.org/Resources/AwardsandGrants/research_chall.aspx
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor encourages and supports dissertation researching in reading by promising scholars.

Program Number: 39472

Sponsor: Indianapolis News
Title: Pulliam Journalism Fellowship
Contact: Russell B. Pulliam, Fellowship Director
Tel: 317-444-6001
Email: russell.pulliam@indystar.com
Website: http://www.indystar.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/9999999/HELP03/80129025
Full Program: http://www2.indystar.com/help/jobs/pjf/2012_application.pdf
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

Deadline Note:
All application materials must be postmarked by Nov. 1, 2011. However, the sponsor may accept some journalism candidates after the deadline.
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers a fellowship program to college students and new graduates with a talent for reporting, news design and graphics, or photojournalism, for ten weeks of work and study at The Indianapolis Star or The Arizona Republic.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 38905
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: SOM Foundation
Title: Structural Engineering Traveling Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 312-427-4202
Email: somfoundation@som.com
Website: http://www.somfoundation.som.com/content.cfm/structural_engineering
Deadlines: 12/12/2011

Deadline Note:
Candidates must be nominated by the dean or department chair via U.S. mail on or before Monday, December 12, 2011. Submissions are due by 5:00 p.m. CST Monday, January 30, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The Structural Engineering Travel Fellowship is a $10,000 award that aims to foster an appreciation of the aesthetic potential in the structural design of buildings and bridges by enabling a gifted graduate to experience works of architecture and engineering first hand.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 37874
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Association for the Advancement of Science
Title: AAAS Mass Media Science and Engineering Fellows Program
Contact: Stacey Pasco, Manager Mass Media Program
Tel: 202-326-6441
The sponsor makes awards to strengthen the connections between scientists and journalists by placing advanced science, engineering and mathematics students in newsrooms across the country. Approximately fifteen to twenty fellows will be selected.

Deadline Note:
The application deadlines are December 12, 2011 for the linked long-term fellowship, and February 6, 2012 for the linked short-term fellowship.

SYNOPSIS:

Fellowships long-term studies in residence sequentially at the Newberry Library in Chicago and Herzog August Bibliothek Wolfenbuttel, Germany. The proposed project should link the collections of both libraries.
The sponsor offers residential Visiting Fellowships which are designed to provide applicants with the time and space to work on research, while interacting with leading scholars. The sponsor offers numerous opportunities to explore the work of noted scholars through seminars, conferences, and roundtable discussions.

Temporary suspended. The sponsor provides funding for professional on-the-job education and training opportunities for post-graduate students in the coastal resource field and to provide assistance to state coastal resource management programs. This two-year opportunity offers a competitive salary, medical benefits, and travel and relocation expense reimbursement.
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards training fellowships at the National Library of Medicine (NLM), designed to prepare librarians for future leadership roles in health sciences libraries. Fellows are appointed for renewable one year fellowships.

SYNOPSIS:

The Joyce Tracy Fellowship is for research on newspapers and magazines or for projects using these resources as primary documentation.

SYNOPSIS:

The Science to Achieve Results (STAR) Fellowships for Graduate Environmental Study (NCER) program is designed to provide funding for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows to conduct research on environmental topics.
The sponsor offers graduate fellowships for master's and doctoral level students in environmentally related fields of study. The sponsor plans to award approximately 80 new fellowships. Master's level students may receive support for a maximum of two years. Doctoral students may be supported for a maximum of three years, with funding available, under certain circumstances, over a period of five years. The fellowship program provides up to $42,000 per year of support.

The sponsor provides fellowships to encourage research and writing based on the holdings of its Library. Grants provide a modest amount of support to facilitate travel to the library and to underwrite research-related expenses.
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Sponsor: Bancroft Library  
Title: Arthur J. Quinn Memorial Fellowship  
Contact: Diana Vergil  
Tel: 510-642-3782  
Email: dvergil@library.berkeley.edu  
Website: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/info/fellowships.html  
Full Program: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/info/fellowships.html#quinn  
Deadlines: 2/6/2012

Deadline Note:  
The application deadline is the first Monday in February by 5pm.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers this fellowship to support research by doctoral candidates in the history of California from any recognized institution of higher education in the United States or abroad, with a preference for students carrying out research in The Bancroft Library.

-----------------------------------------------

Sponsor: Bancroft Library
Title: Reese Fellowships in American Bibliography and the History of the Book in the Americas
Contact: Diana Vergil
Tel: 510-642-3782
Email: dvergil@library.berkeley.edu
Website: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/info/fellowships.html
Full Program: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/info/fellowships.html#reese
Deadlines: 2/6/2012

Deadline Note:  
The application deadline is the first Monday in February by 5pm.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers this fellowship to support individuals pursuing research in American Bibliography and the History of the Book in the Americas.
Program Number: 24982

Sponsor: Bancroft Library
Title: Gunther Barth Fellowships
Contact: Diana Vergil
Tel: 510-642-3782
Email: dvergil@library.berkeley.edu
Website: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/info/fellowships.html
Full Program: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/info/fellowships.html#barth
Deadlines: 2/6/2012

Deadline Note:
The application deadline is the first Monday in February by 5pm.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers this student fellowship in the form of short-term support for research projects to be conducted at the Bancroft Library.

Program Number: 24845

Sponsor: Alpha Kappa Alpha Education Advancement Foundation
Title: Dr. Dorri Phipps Fellowship
Contact: 
Tel: 773-947-0026
Email: akaeaf@akaef.net
Full Program: http://www akaeaf org/fellowships_endowments.htm
Deadlines: 4/15/2012

Deadline Note:
Fellowship applications will be available for download starting January 2012. Applications and supporting documents will have a postmark deadline of April 15, 2012, and awards will be announced by August 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers the Dr. Dorri Phipps Fellowship, during even-numbered years, for students pursuing degrees in medicine or research pertaining to lupus.
Program Number: 24657

Sponsor: University of Minnesota
Title: James Ford Bell Library Research Fellowships - William Reese Company Fellowship in the Print Culture of the Americas
Contact: Dr. Marguerite Ragnow, Curator
Tel: 
Email: ragn0001@umn.edu
Full Program: http://www.lib.umn.edu/bell/fellowships
Deadlines: 12/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

One award of $2,500 is given each year to a scholar interested in researching any topic in the Bell collection related to print culture in any part of the Western Hemisphere, or in investigating the history of the book in the Americas. Projects may investigate any printed genre (e.g., books, prints, newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, illustrations intended for publication, broadsides, etc.). They may address any issues of ownership, readership, or use of printed materials or be purely bibliographical. Subject areas might include religion, popular culture, political life, science, music, or specialized forms of printing. Support for work in manuscript collections will be limited to projects related to printed materials (e.g. annotations in books, publishers' business archives, personal papers related to publication or readership).

Program Number: 24628

Sponsor: American School of Classical Studies at Athens
Title: Anna C. and Oliver C. Colburn Fellowship (AIA)
Contact: 
Tel: 609-683-0800
Email: application@ascsa.org
Website: http://www.ascsa.edu.gr/index.php/admission-membership/grants
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers this fellowship in classical archaeology for a maximum period of one year. The fellowship includes a stipend of $11000 for school fees. The Fellow is expected to submit an abstract to the AIA Program Committee within two years, in accordance with that committee’s guidelines, in order to present a paper on their research at the AIA Annual Meeting. The sponsor expects that copies of all publications that result from research conducted as a Fellow of the ASCSA be contributed to the Blegen Library of the School.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 24587
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Directorate for Geosciences/NSF
Title: Ocean Sciences Postdoctoral Research Fellowships (OCE-PRF)
Contact: Larry H. Weber
Tel: 703-292-7240
Email: lweber@nsf.gov
Website: http://www.grants.gov/search/search.do?oppId=121593&mode=VIEW
Deadlines: 1/13/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers Postdoctoral Research Fellowships to increase the participation of under-represented groups in the ocean sciences. Awards are intended to support the individual fellows' research and increase the diversity of the U.S. ocean sciences research community. In this solicitation, the term under-represented groups will refer to and include the following: women, persons with disabilities, African Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, Alaska Natives, and Pacific Islanders. Fellowships are awards to individuals, not organizations, and are administered by the fellows.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 23992
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Society for American Archaeology
Title: Fred Plog Memorial Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 202-789-8200
Email: headquarters@saa.org
Website: http://saa.org/AbouttheSociety/Awards/tabid/123/Default.aspx
The award provides support for the research of a graduate student with ABD who is writing a dissertation on the North American Southwest or northern Mexico or on a topic, such as culture change or regional interactions, on which Fred Plog did research.

The Douglas C. Kellogg Award provides support for thesis or dissertation research, with emphasis on the field and/or laboratory aspects of this research, for graduate students in the earth sciences and archaeology.

The Dienje Kenyon Fellowship provides support for graduate students in the earth sciences and applied geology to study aspects of the geology of the American Southwest.

Source: InfoEd / Retrieved October 19, 2011
A fellowship in honor of the late Dienje M. E. Kenyon is offered to support the research of women archaeologists in the early stages of their graduate training.

The ISE Institutional Fellowships support the field of ethnobiology within academic institutions. In 2011, the ISE will be making a call for applications and nominations for the PhD and Masters Fellowships only.
Website: http://www.emersonapplication.org/
Full Program: http://www.emersonapplication.org/fellowship
Deadlines: 1/17/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Each year, twenty participants are selected from around the country for this year long program; The Emerson National Hunger Fellows Program. Fellows assemble in Washington, D.C. in August for a comprehensive orientation and field training, where they learn about hunger and poverty in the United States, the local and national programs designed to address the issues, and the various approaches to social change. Fellows are placed for five months with community-based organizations involved in fighting hunger and poverty at the local level, such as grassroots organizing groups, local advocates, economic development agencies, food banks, and city/state government agencies. Each host organization identifies specific goals and outcomes for the Fellows and provides the supervision and resources necessary to accomplish them. In mid-February, the Fellows regroup in Washington, D.C. to debrief and share their field experiences and participate in an extensive policy training to learn about national anti-hunger and anti-poverty policy work. Fellows then work in nonprofit organizations and government agencies involved in designing, implementing, researching, and advocating for anti-hunger and anti-poverty policies at the national level. During their time in D.C., Fellows complete research, outreach, advocacy, and public education projects that support national policy initiatives. They also meet regularly for professional development trainings.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 22793
------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Clements (William L.) Library
Title: Jacob M. Price Visiting Research Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 734-764-2347
Email: clements-fellowships@umich.edu
Full Program: http://www.clements.umich.edu/fellowship.php
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The Jacob M. Price Visiting Research Fellowships offer support for short-term research at the Clements Library by graduate students and junior faculty on any topic of American history that is supported by the collections. Grants are for $1,000 and require a minimum visit of one week.
Program Number: 21638

Sponsor: Reuther (Walter P) Library
Title: SEIU District 925 Educational Research Scholarship for the Study of Women in Organized Labor
Contact: Dr. Louis Jones
Tel: 313-577-0263
Email: louis.jones@wayne.edu
Website: http://www.reuther.wayne.edu/
Full Program: http://www.reuther.wayne.edu/opportunity
Deadlines: 11/11/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This research grant will provide assistance for an advanced graduate student, college/university faculty member or other qualified individual to use the SEIU District 925 Collection and/or the SEIU District 925 oral histories at the Walter P. Reuther Library. Secondary consideration will be given to qualified applicants pursuing another topic concerning the role of women in organized labor.

Program Number: 21358

Sponsor: Directorate for Geosciences/NSF
Title: Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences Postdoctoral Research Fellowships
Contact: C. Susan Weiler
Tel: 703-292-4708
Email: cweiler@nsf.gov
Website: http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do?oppId=64133&mode=VIEW

SYNOPSIS:

The Division of Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences (AGS) awards Postdoctoral Research Fellowships (PRF) to highly qualified investigators within 3 years of obtaining their PhD to carry out an independent research program. The research plan of each Fellowship must address scientific questions within the scope of AGS disciplines. The program supports researchers for a period of up to 2 years with Fellowships that can be taken to the institution or national facility of their choice.
Program Number: 21278
Sponsor: Morris Animal Foundation
Title: Fellowship Training Grants -- Wildlife
Contact: Tobie McPhail, Director
Tel: 303-790-2345
Email: grantapplications@morrisanimalfoundation.org
Website: http://www.morrisanimalfoundation.org/for-grant-seekers/fellowship-training-grants.html
Full Program: http://www.morrisanimalfoundation.org/assets/pdfs/spa/online-app-instructions.pdf
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

Deadline Note:
Wildlife Proposals on topics relevant to wildlife health and welfare are due by 11:59 p.m. EST on November 15, 2011

SYNOPSIS:

Fellowship Training Grants provide salary support for training opportunities that will help biomedical scientists launch a career in wildlife research.

Program Number: 21073
Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: Andrew W. Mellon Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact: 
Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One fellowship is awarded annually for 24 months. The fellowship is intended for the advancement and completion of a doctoral dissertation in a field other than European or American art through the twentieth century or in cross-cultural studies involving at least one culture outside the European or American traditions.
Program Number: 20633

Sponsor: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Title: Microwave Theory and Techniques Society Graduate Fellowships
Contact: Dr. Aditya Gupta
Tel: 410 765 9170
Website: http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/students/awards/index.html
Full Program: http://www.ieee.org/membership_services/membership/students/awards/mtt_graduate.html
Deadlines: 11/30/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers IEEE Microwave Theory and Techniques Society Graduate Fellowship valued at US$5000 to support graduate research studies in Microwave Engineering.

Program Number: 20261

Sponsor: Smithsonian Institution
Title: A. Stanley Rand Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 507-212-8031
Email: FELLOWS@SI.EDU
Website: http://www.stri.si.edu/english/education_fellowships/fellowships/index.php

SYNOPSIS:

Support is provided for short-term research in the tropics focused on animal behavior, natural history, evolutionary biology, plant and animal ecology and environmental monitoring.
Program Number: 20052
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Social Science Research Council
Title: International Dissertation Field Research Fellowship Program (IDRF)
Contact: Daniella Sarnoff, Program Director
Tel: 212-377-2700
Email: sarnoff@ssrc.org
Website: http://www.ssrc.org/
Full Program: http://www.ssrc.org/fellowships/idrf-fellowship/
Deadlines: 11/3/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The International Dissertation Research Fellowship (IDRF) offers nine to twelve months of support to graduate students in the humanities and social sciences who are enrolled in doctoral programs in the United States and conducting dissertation research outside of the United States.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 19727
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine
Title: Junior Fellow Program
Contact:
Tel: 1 510-841-1899
Email: Junior_Fellow@ismrm.org
Full Program: http://www.ismrm.org/12/jrfellow.htm
Deadlines: 11/9/2011

Deadline Note:
The application deadline is Wednesday, 09 November 2011 at 23:59 Eastern.

SYNOPSIS:

The International Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM) Junior Fellow Program has been established to recognize outstanding researchers at an early stage in their careers, with an established and long-term commitment to ISMRM. Junior Fellowship may be maintained for up to ten (10) years as long as ISMRM membership remains current. Up to twenty (20) individuals will be
selected as Junior Fellows for 2011 on the basis of an outstanding abstract, c.v. and documented commitment to ISMRM.

Program Number: 19692

Sponsor: National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration/Department of Commerce
Title: National Estuarine Research Reserve Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Contact: Alison Krepp
Tel: 301-713-3155 x105
Email: Alison.Krepp@noaa.gov
Full Program: http://www.grants.gov/search/search.do?oppId=116653&mode=VIEW
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

National Estuarine Research Reserve System (NERRS) research funds are provided to support management-related research projects that will enhance scientific understanding of the Reserve ecosystem, provide information needed by Reserve management and coastal management decision-makers, and improve public awareness and understanding of estuarine ecosystems and estuarine management issues. The Reserve System's Graduate Research Fellowship (GRF) Program offers qualified master's and doctoral students the opportunity to address scientific questions of local, regional, and national significance. The result is high-quality research focused on improving coastal management issues.

Program Number: 18107

Sponsor: National Consortium for Graduate Degrees for Minorities in Engineering and Science, Inc.
Title: Ph.D. Engineering Fellowship Program
Contact: Gerald Littleton
Tel: 703-562-3646
Email: info@gemfellowship.org
Website: http://www.gemfellowship.org/gem-fellowship
Full Program: http://www.gemfellowship.org/gem-fellowship/application-requirements
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The objective of this program is to offer doctoral fellowships to underrepresented minority students who have either completed, are currently enrolled in a master's in engineering program, or received admittance into a PhD program directly from a bachelor's degree program. Fellowships may be used at any participating GEM Member University where the GEM Fellow is admitted.

SYNOPSIS:

The goal of this program is to increase the number of minority students who pursue doctoral degrees in the natural science disciplines -- chemistry, physics, earth sciences, mathematics, biological sciences, and computer science. Applicants to this program are accepted as early as their senior undergraduate year, as well as candidates currently enrolled in a Master's of Engineering program and working professionals. Fellowships offered through this program are portable and may be used at any participating GEM Member University where the GEM Fellow is admitted.
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers fellowships to promote participation of underrepresented groups in post-graduate science and engineering education and the technical workforce. The objective of this program is to promote the benefits of a masters degree within industry.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 18081
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Kierkegaard (Howard V. and Edna H. Hong) Library
Title: Kierkegaard House Foundation Fellowships
Contact: Gordon Marino
Tel: marino@stolaf.edu
Website: http://www.stolaf.edu
Full Program: http://www.stolaf.edu/collections/kierkegaard/programs/fellowships.html
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

Deadline Note:
Applications will be accepted from September 1 through February 1 for openings beginning the following September.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers the Kierkegaard House Foundation Fellowships which provide living quarters close to the St. Olaf campus and $1500 per month stipends for periods of 4–12 months. Advanced graduate students, professors, and other serious students of Kierkegaard are invited to apply.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 17966
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: School for Advanced Research (SAR)
Title: Resident Scholar Fellowships - Katrin H. Lamon Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 505-954-7201
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers the Katrin H. Lamon Fellowship of 9 months for a Native American Ph.D. candidate or postdoctoral scholar working in either the humanities or the social sciences.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 17877

Sponsor: American Osteopathic Association
Title: Osteopathic Research Fellowship
Contact: Carol Wong
Tel: 800-621-1773
Website: http://www.osteopathic.org
Full Program: http://www.osteopathic.org/inside-aoa/development/quality/research-and-grants/Pages/research-grants-and-fellowships-program.aspx
Deadlines: 1/30/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Support is provided to conduct a basic science or clinical research project that will make a significant contribution to osteopathic medicine.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 17815

Sponsor: Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society
Title: Carolyn L. Kuckein Student Research Fellowships
Contact: Carol Wong
Tel: 650-329-0291
Email: c.wong@alphaomegaalpha.org
Website: http://alphaomegaalpha.org/
Full Program: http://alphaomegaalpha.org/student_research.html
Deadlines: 12/31/2011
Deadline Note:
Proposals must be submitted to the councilor before December 31, 2011. The final application to the national office must be postmarked no later than January 31, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides research support for a continual period of a minimum of eight to ten weeks, thirty hours or more per week, for clinical investigation, basic laboratory research, epidemiology, or social science/health services research. Funds from the fellowship are expected to be the major source of support for the student.

Program Number: 17558

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Predoctoral Fellowships to Promote Diversity in Health-Related Research (Parent F31 - Diversity)
Contact:
Tel:
Email: GrantsInfo@nih.gov

Deadlines:

Deadline Note:
Applications may be submitted to Grants.gov in response to this announcement on or after March 13, 2011. The deadlines for receipt of standard applications under this announcement are: April 13, August 13, and December 13 annually. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on May 8, 2014.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers support designed to improve the diversity of the health-related research workforce by supporting the training of predoctoral students from groups that have been shown to be underrepresented. Such candidates include individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups, individuals with disabilities, and individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds. This Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) will utilize the NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Predoctoral National Research Service Award (NRSA) mechanism (F31).
Program Number: 16678

Sponsor: American Water Works Association
Title: Abel Wolman Fellowship
Contact: Linda Moody
Tel: 303-347-6201
Email: lmoody@awwa.org
Website: http://www.awwa.org/files/Membership/Scholarships/2012scholarshipcriteria.pdf
Full Program: http://www.awwa.org/files/Education/ScholarshipForms/2012WolmanFellowshipApplicationForm.pdf
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

Deadline Note:
The application deadline for each is Jan. 15.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to promising doctoral students in the U.S., Canada and Mexico pursuing advanced training and research in the field of water supply and treatment.

Program Number: 16662

Sponsor: Ochsner Health System
Title: Adult Cardiothoracic Anesthesia Fellowship Program
Contact: Dr. David Broussard
Tel: 504-842-3161
Email: dabroussard@ochsner.org
Website: http://academics.ochsner.org/gmepro2.aspx?id=19348
Full Program: http://academics.ochsner.org/gmepro2.aspx?id=7010
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications are accepted between July and December for the next academic year.

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor offers a one year program in adult cardiothoracic anesthesia training. A prerequisite for entry into the program is completion of 4 years of accredited training in anesthesia.

---

**Program Number:** 16402

**Sponsor:** Boren Awards for International Study

**Title:** Boren Fellowship

**Contact:** Boren Fellowships

**Tel:** 800-618-6737

**Email:** boren@iie.org

**Website:** [http://www.borenawards.org/boren_fellowship/home.html](http://www.borenawards.org/boren_fellowship/home.html)

**Full Program:** [http://www.borenawards.org/boren_fellowship/how_apply.html](http://www.borenawards.org/boren_fellowship/how_apply.html)

**Deadlines:** 1/31/2012

**Deadline Note:**
The 2012 Application deadline is January 31, 2012 at 5:00 p.m. EST.

**SYNOPSIS:**

Boren Fellowships provide American graduate students, both at the master’s and the doctoral level, with the resources and encouragement they need to acquire skills and experiences in areas of the world critical to the future security of our nation, in exchange for their commitment to seek work in the federal government. The sponsor will provide up to $30,000 to support overseas or domestic study, or a combination of both. Boren Fellowship awards are made for a minimum of 12 weeks and maximum of 24 months. Overseas programs can be no longer than one year. Boren Fellows may study abroad in Africa, Asia, Central & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle East. Students may apply to study in any country outside of the United States, Western Europe, Canada, Australia, or New Zealand. Multi-country comparative studies must be well justified.

---

**Program Number:** 15193

**Sponsor:** Torrey Botanical Society

**Title:** Graduate Student Research Fellowship

**Contact:** Dr. Robert Naczi

**Tel:** 718-817-8087

**Email:** rnanzi@nybg.org
The sponsor supports student research in botany with an annual award of $2,500.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards up to $150,000 over two years for the development of research in emergency medicine. The goals of this program are to: promote research within the specialty of emergency medicine; advance emergency medical care; and facilitate the academic growth and development of future researchers in emergency medicine and thereby invest in the future of the specialty of emergency medicine.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor supports student research in botany with an annual award of $2,500.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards up to $150,000 over two years for the development of research in emergency medicine. The goals of this program are to: promote research within the specialty of emergency medicine; advance emergency medical care; and facilitate the academic growth and development of future researchers in emergency medicine and thereby invest in the future of the specialty of emergency medicine.
SYNOPSIS:

Up to two 9-month fellowships are available for either Ph.D. candidates or scholars with doctorates whose work is either humanistic or social scientific in nature. Fellows receive a $40,000 stipend ($30,000 for Ph.D. candidates) and housing and office space on the SAR campus.

Deadline Note:
Applicants should send a curriculum vitae, bibliography, and research plan via the web to both Carnegie and Princeton by November 15, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

Applications are invited for a four-year postdoctoral fellowship in astronomy. The Fellow is expected to work two years at the main offices of the Observatories in Pasadena and two years at Princeton, in an order to be negotiated by the applicant. The Fellow will have access to all of the resources and facilities of both institutions.
Deadline Note:
The deadline for receipt of mandatory letters of intent is November 8, 2011. The deadline for full applications is January 19, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The AFRI NIFA Fellowship RFA focuses on developing the next generation of scientists who will lead agriculture into the future by solving current and future challenges facing our society. The AFRI NIFA Fellowships Grant Program targets talented, highly-motivated doctoral candidates at that demonstrate remarkable promise and the ability to increase the number of gifted agricultural scientists in the United States. The Program seeks to develop the technical and academic competence of doctoral candidates in the food, forestry and agricultural sciences that are within NIFA’s challenge areas through well-developed and highly interactive mentoring and training activities.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 14279
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: Toigo (Robert) Foundation
Title: MBA Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 510-763-5771
Email: apply@toigofoundation.org
Website: http://www.toigofoundation.org/fellowship/
Full Program: http://www.toigofoundation.org/fellowship/how-to-become-a-fellow
Deadlines: 3/23/2012

Deadline Note:
The online application goes live October 15, 2011. The fellowship application deadline is March 23, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers an MBA graduate-level fellowship for minority professionals committed to careers in finance.
Program Number: 14094

Sponsor: National Bureau of Asian Research
Title: Next Generation Fellowship in Asian Affairs Program
Contact: Kailani Chin-Hidano, Director, Human Resources
Tel: 206-632-7370
Email: nextgen@nbr.org
Website: http://www.nbr.org/default.aspx
Full Program: http://www.nbr.org/about/nextgenfellowship.aspx
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The Next Generation Fellowship is a post-master’s degree program that is cultivating a new generation of Asian affairs specialists committed to and capable of bridging the gap between the best scholarly research and the pressing needs of U.S. foreign policy toward a rapidly changing Asia.

Program Number: 14073

Sponsor: University Corporation for Atmospheric Research
Title: High Altitude Observatory Newkirk Graduate Research Fellowships
Contact: Amy Knack
Tel: 
Email: knack@ucar.edu
Website: http://www.hao.ucar.edu/
Full Program: http://www.hao.ucar.edu/people/visitors/newkirk.php
Deadlines: 1/6/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The Newkirk Fellowship provides the financial and benefit support. The student's progress will be reviewed on a yearly basis, with an eye to scientific achievement as well as continued academic suitability, until completion of the Ph.D. degree (usually 2-3 years).
Program Number: 12926

Sponsor: Institute of International Education
Title: Whitaker International Fellows Program
Contact: Sabeen Altaf, Program Manager
Tel: 212-984-5542
Email: whitaker@iie.org
Website: http://www.whitaker.org/
Full Program: http://www.whitaker.org/program_overview
Deadlines: 1/23/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The Whitaker International Fellows and Scholars Program sends emerging leaders in U.S. biomedical engineering (or bioengineering) to undertake a self-designed project that will enhance their own careers within the field.

Program Number: 12677

Sponsor: Mayo Clinic College of Medicine
Title: Internal Medicine - Gastroenterology Fellowship - Rochester, MN
Contact: Joanna Meyer, Gastroenterology Fellowship Education Coordinator
Tel: 507-538-3309
Email: meyer.j@mayo.edu
Website: http://www.mayo.edu/msgme/gastro-rch.html
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

Deadline Note:
Applicants must apply through the Electronic Residency Application Service (ERAS). The application form and all supporting documentation must be submitted by Dec. 31, approximately 18 months before the academic year begins in July.

SYNOPSIS:

The goal of the Gastroenterology Fellowship Program at Mayo Clinic Rochester is to train academic leaders who successfully pursue clinical and academic excellence.
Program Number: 12456

Sponsor: Mayo Clinic College of Medicine
Title: Dermatology - Dermatopathology Fellowship Program - Rochester, MN
Contact: Thomas Flotte, M.D., Dermatopathology Fellowship Program Associate-Director
Tel: 507-284-3736
Email: mayodermfellows@mayo.edu
Website: http://www.mayo.edu/msgme/index.html
Full Program: http://www.mayo.edu/msgme/dermatopath-rch.html
Deadlines: 11/13/2011

Deadline Note:
The sponsor does not process printed applications to this program. To apply, you need to use the third-party application service, Apply Yourself. Applicants must complete the application form and all supporting documentation by November 13 two years preceding the appointment date. The academic year begins in July.

SYNOPSIS:

There are two options in the one-year Dermatopathology Fellowship Program at Mayo Clinic in Rochester. Both options meet the certification requirements of the American Boards of Dermatology and Pathology in dermatopathology. Both can be tailored to meet specific career goals.

The first option is designed for clinically-based, board-eligible dermatologists. It consists of six months in Mayo Clinic’s dermatopathology laboratories and six months divided between anatomical and surgical pathology, and dermatopathology.

The second option is for laboratory-based, board-eligible pathologists. The entire year is devoted to extensive clinical experience in dermatology and dermatopathology. Training includes daily patient conferences, hospital rounds, floor and clinicopathological conferences, and work with a large clinical photographic library.

Program Number: 12428

Sponsor: Phillips Collection - Center for the Study of Modern Art
Title: Phillips Collection-George Washington University Postdoctoral Fellowship
Contact:
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor has partnered with The George Washington University (GW), to offer a Postdoctoral Fellowship available to support research and teaching on topics in American, European, or non-western art, including photography, from 1780 to the present. The fellow is expected to be in residence in Washington, D.C., at The Phillips Collection during the fall and spring semesters throughout the term of the fellowship.

The Center for the Study of American Politics at the Yale Institution for Social and Policy Studies (ISPS) offers research fellowships for postdoctoral students, junior faculty, and senior faculty working on projects in American Politics.

SYNOPSIS:

The Center for the Study of American Politics - Research Fellowship offers research fellowships for postdoctoral students, junior faculty, and senior faculty working on projects in American Politics.

SYNOPSIS:

Pathology & Laboratory Medicine - Hematopathology Fellowship - Rochester, MN offers research fellowships for postdoctoral students, junior faculty, and senior faculty working on projects in American Politics.
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications for each academic year, which begins in July, should be completed by December 1 (19 months prior) with Letters of Recommendation being received by January 1.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers a one- or two-year Hematopathology Fellowship Program that will prepare one for a career in the diagnostic and research aspects of hematopathology. When one successfully completes this program they will meet the hematology certification requirements of The American Board of Pathology. This fellowship program is fully accredited by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME). One or two hematopathology fellowship positions are available each year on a competitive basis. The next available positions (1) for candidates interested in the program will begin June 29, 2013.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 12095
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Marine Biological Laboratory
Title: The Eugene and Millicent Bell Fellowship Fund in Tissue Engineering at the MBL
Contact:
Tel: 508-289-7173
Email: researchawards@mbl.edu
Website: http://www.mbl.edu/research/summer/awards_general.html
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship fund will provide a research award to visiting graduate students, postdoctoral fellows or faculty pursuing research in a variety of biomedical questions that advance our knowledge of biological composition and function at levels ranging from molecules to cells, to tissue, to organs and whole organisms. This work is grounded in a solid base of chemistry, physics, math and biology and aims to expand the possibilities for tissue and organ reconstitution and replacement.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 11913
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Kim (D.) Foundation for the History of Science and Technology in East Asia
Title: Exchange Student Fellowship
Contact:
Tel:
Email: info@dkimfoundation.org
Website: http://www.dkimfoundation.org./fellowships.html
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

Deadline Note:
The deadline for the receipt of applications is December 15, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor will award annual fellowships to students who are working in the history of science and technology in East Asia from the beginning of the 20th century, and who wish to expand their scholarly experience by studying abroad.

-----------------------------------------------
Program Number: 11911
-----------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Kim (D.) Foundation for the History of Science and Technology in East Asia
Title: Dissertation Fellowship
Contact:
Tel:
Email: info@dkimfoundation.org
Website: http://www.dkimfoundation.org./
Full Program: http://www.dkimfoundation.org./fellowships.html
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One or two fellowships (up to $25,000 each) will be awarded annually to Ph.D candidates who are writing their dissertations on the history of science and technology in East Asia from the beginning of the 20th century.

-----------------------------------------------
Program Number: 11676
Sponsor: Autry National Center
Title: Jonathan Heritage Foundation Fellowship
Contact: Marva Felchlin, Director, Autry Library and Research Services
Tel: 323-667-2000 x 349
Email: mfelchlin@autrynationalcenter.org
Website: http://theautry.org/
Full Program: http://theautry.org/research/fellowships
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications are due no later than December 31, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor presents a fellowship to the Autry Institute that includes a stipend of $2,000 for a residency of one month to conduct research and studies in the field of American West. Topics focusing on the social, cultural or business history of the Los Angeles region, circa 1895 – 1950 are preferred. In addition to the Autry’s research resources, the archives of the Jonathan Club will be available to the fellow.

Program Number: 11675

Sponsor: Autry National Center
Title: Los Angeles Westerners Fellowships
Contact: Marva Felchlin, Director, Autry Library and Research Services
Tel: 323-667-2000 x 349
Email: mfelchlin@autrynationalcenter.org
Website: http://theautry.org/
Full Program: http://theautry.org/research/fellowships
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications are due no later than December 31, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor presents a fellowship to the Autry Institute that includes a $2,500 stipend for a residency of one month to conduct research and studies in the field of American West. Fellows will be expected to speak about their research at the July meeting of the Los Angeles Westerners.
Program Number: 11674

Sponsor: Autry National Center
Title: Visiting Scholar Fellowship
Contact: Marva Felchlin, Director, Autry Library and Research Services
Tel: 323-667-2000 x 349
Email: mfelchlin@autrynationalcenter.org
Website: http://theautry.org/
Full Program: http://theautry.org/research/fellowships
Deadlines: 12/31/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications are due no later than December 31, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor presents a fellowship to the Autry Institute that includes stipends of varying amounts for residency up to one month to conduct research and studies in the field of American West. Scholars and projects will be matched with the appropriate fellowship by library staff and the Institute director.

Program Number: 11611

Sponsor: North American Conference on British Studies
Title: Huntington Library Fellowship
Contact: Professor Stephen M. Miller
Tel:
Email: Stephen_Miller@umit.maine.edu
Website: http://www.nacbs.org/huntfellowship.html
Full Program: http://www.nacbs.org/huntfellowship.html
Deadlines: 11/30/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor aims to aid in dissertation research in British Studies using the collections of the Huntington Library.
Program Number: 11038

Sponsor: Katz (Hebert D.) Center for Advanced Judaic Studies
Title: Fellowships
Contact: Sheila Allen
Tel: 215-238-1290
Email: allenshe@sas.upenn.edu
Website: http://www.cajs.upenn.edu/forms/fellowship-app.htm
Full Program: http://www.cjs.upenn.edu/program/2012-2013/announce.htm
Deadlines: 11/10/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor invites applications from scholars in the humanities and social sciences at all levels, as well as outstanding graduate students in the final stages of writing their dissertations. Stipend amounts are based on a fellow's academic standing and financial need with a maximum of $45,000 for the academic year. A contribution also may be made toward travel expenses.

Program Number: 10867

Sponsor: American Museum of Natural History
Title: Graduate Student Fellowship Program
Contact: Maria Dickson, Assistant Director for Student Affairs and Fellowships
Tel: 212-769-5017
Email: mrios@amnh.org
Website: http://rggs.amnh.org/pages/academics_and_research/fellowship_and_grant_opportunities#grad_fellow
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor is providing a fellowship to students, who have obtained the proper degree of education, for the training of PhD candidates at the American Museum of Natural History.
Program Number: 10834

Sponsor: Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Title: Life Member Graduate Study Fellowship in Electrical Engineering
Contact:
Tel: 732-562-3844
Email: awards@ieee.org
Website: http://www.ieee.org/about/awards/index.html
Full Program: http://www.ieee.org/about/awards/recognitions/lifemembergrad.html
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor is providing a fellowship annually to a first year, full-time graduate student obtaining their Masters for work in the area of electrical engineering, at an engineering school/program of recognized standing worldwide.

Program Number: 09949

Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: Stephen Botein Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Website: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/
Full Program: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/botein.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor funds short-term fellowships for access to the collections at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts.
Program Number: 09945

Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Website: http://www.americanantiquarian.org
Full Program: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/asecs.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor funds short-term fellowships for access to the collections at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts.

Program Number: 09938

Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: Kate B. and Hall J. Peterson Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Website: http://www.americanantiquarian.org
Full Program: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/peterson.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor funds short-term fellowships for access to the collections at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts. Eligible applicants must hold a Ph.D. or be doctoral candidates engaged in dissertation research.
Sponsor: Pharmaceutical Research & Manufacturers of America (PhRMA) Foundation
Title: Paul Calabresi Medical Student Research Fellowship
Contact:
Tel: 202-572-7756
Website: http://www.phrmafoundation.org/
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

Deadline Note:
Applications are to be submitted via the Foundation website and received by February 1, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to medical or dental students who have substantial interests in research and teaching careers in pharmacology and clinical pharmacology, and who are willing to spend full-time in a specific research effort within a pharmacology or clinical pharmacology unit. The student may undertake this investigative effort at his own school or at another institution. Fellowships are available for a minimum period of six months or any period of time up to twenty-four months with a maximum stipend of $18,000.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 09561
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs
Title: Religion in International Affairs Fellowships
Contact: Monica Duffy Toft, Director
Tel: 617-495-8806
Email: bcsia_fellowships@ksg.harvard.edu
Website: http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/57/religion_in_international_affairs.html
Deadlines: 1/14/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers both predoctoral and advanced research fellowships for one year, with a possibility for renewal, to top graduate students with the goal to integrate a sophisticated understanding of religion with international affairs in policymaking and scholarship.
Program Number: 09560

Sponsor: Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs
Title: Managing the Atom Fellowships
Contact: Neal Doyle, Program Coordinator
Tel: 617-495-8806
Email: neal_doyle@harvard.edu
Website: http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/fellowships/applying.html
Full Program: http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/project/3/managing_the_atom.html
Deadlines: 1/14/2012

Deadline Note:
Applications for these fellowships for the 2011-2012 academic year will be accepted until January 14, 2012. Decisions will be announced by March 31, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor will provide fellowships for pre-doctoral, post-doctoral, and mid-career researchers for ten months, with a possibility for renewal, addressing the risks posed by nuclear weapons and weapons-usable materials; assessing the future of civilian nuclear power; strengthening international nuclear institutions; and strengthening democratic management of nuclear technology through improved access to information, broader public participation, and more effective regulation and oversight.

Program Number: 09372

Sponsor: American Honda Foundation
Title: Grants Program
Contact:
Tel: 310-781-4090
Deadlines: 8/1/2011, 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides grant support for projects in the areas of youth and scientific education. Average grants range from $20,000 to $60,000 per year.
Program Number: 09228

Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: Chester Dale Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact: Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Two fellowships are awarded annually: one for 24 months, the other for 12 months. The 24-month fellowship is intended for the advancement or completion of a doctoral dissertation in any area of Western art, with a preference for modern and contemporary topics. The 12-month fellowship is intended for the advancement or completion of a doctoral dissertation in Western art.

Program Number: 09176

Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: Robert H. and Clarice Smith Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact: Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One fellowship is awarded annually for 12 months, for research on Northern European art between 1400 and 1700, intended for the advancement or completion of either a doctoral dissertation or a resulting publication.
Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: Ittleson Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact:
Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One fellowship is awarded annually for 24 months. The fellowship is intended for the advancement and completion of a doctoral dissertation in the visual arts in a field other than European or American art.

Program Number: 09163

Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: Wyeth Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact:
Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One fellowship is awarded annually for 24 months. The fellowship is intended for the advancement and completion of a doctoral dissertation that concerns aspects of art of the United States, including native and pre-Revolutionary America.

Program Number: 09158

Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: Paul Mellon Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact:
Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship is intended for the advancement and completion of a doctoral dissertation in Western art and to enable a candidate to reside abroad for two years to develop expertise in a specific city, locality or region related to the dissertation. The third year is to be spent in residency at the Center to complete the dissertation.

Program Number: 08831

Sponsor: Yale University
Title: Agrarian Studies Visting Research Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 203/432-9833
Email: agrarian.studies@yale.edu
Website: http://www.yale.edu/agrarianstudies/real/ashome.html
Full Program: http://www.yale.edu/agrarianstudies/real/fellprog.html
Deadlines: 1/4/2012

Deadline Note:
The due date for a first-stage application for 2012–2013 is January 4, 2012. This is a firm deadline. All applications must be submitted electronically, preferably in PDF format. A short list of finalists will be contacted for letters of recommendation and a sample of their work. Stage 2 winners will be announced in March 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The Agrarian Studies Program appoints fellows annually who are in residence for the year, present a paper, and attend the colloquia. This year the Program has four Fellows whose diversity reflects the breadth of the program, and a Research Affiliate who has already made an important contribution to agrarian studies. The sponsor also encourages applications from knowledgeable "activists" and "public intellectuals" whose work on rural life transcends the academy.

Program Number: 08288
Sponsor: Institute for Humane Studies  
Title: Humane Studies Fellowships  
Contact:  
Tel: 703-993-4480  
Website: http://www.theihs.org/  
Full Program: http://www.theihs.org/humane-studies-fellowships  
Deadlines: 12/31/2011  

SYNOPSIS:  
Fellowships are awarded to graduate students and outstanding undergraduates planning academic careers with liberty-advancing research interests.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 08178  
Sponsor: Michigan Space Grant Consortium  
Title: Undergraduate and Graduate Fellowship Program  
Contact: Prof. Alec D. Gallimore  
Tel: 734 764 9508  
Email: blbryant@umich.edu  
Website: http://sgc.engin.umich.edu/fellow/login.shtml  
Full Program: http://sgc.engin.umich.edu/cgi-bin/Fellowship_Instructions.cgi  
Deadlines: 11/21/2011  

SYNOPSIS:  
The Consortium offers a total of $100,000 of support in the form of graduate and undergraduate research and public service fellowships to students in aerospace, space science, Earth system science and other related science, engineering or mathematics fields.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 08050  
Sponsor: Garden Club of America  
Title: GCA/RHS Interchange Fellowships  
Contact: Connie Yates  
Tel: 212-753-8287
Email:  scholarship@gcamerica.org
Website:  http://www2.gcamerica.org/
Full Program:  http://www2.gcamerica.org/outreach-scholarships-details.cfm?ScholarshipID=18
Deadlines:  10/31/2011, 2/1/2012

Deadline Note:
British scholars to the US: application and information. Applications are due to the RHS by October 31 preceding the year of study. American scholars to the UK: Applications must be received at GCA Headquarters in New York no later than February 1st preceding the year of study.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a reciprocal exchange of British and American graduate students in horticulture, landscape architecture, botany, environmental studies or related fields. The program is for one academic year and provides for study, research and practical work experience.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 07999
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor:  Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality/DHHS
Title:  AHRQ Individual Awards for Postdoctoral Fellows (F32) Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards (NRSA)
Contact:  Shelley M. Benjamin, M.S.W.
Tel:  301-427-1528
Email:  Shelley.Benjamin@ahrq.hhs.gov

Deadline Note:
Applications are due April 8, August 8, and December 8 annually. This program will expire on September 8, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides individual fellowships in health services research. The F32 mechanism will be used. <S2S>
Program Number: 07937

Sponsor: Center for Arabic Study Abroad
Title: CASA II
Contact:
Tel: 512-471-3513
Email: casaprogram1967@gmail.com
Website: http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/casa/programs/casa_II.php
Full Program: http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/casa/faq/faq.php
Deadlines: 12/16/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The CASA II program aims to provide further opportunities for CASA fellows who have completed the CASA Full-Year program within the past five years, to continue to enhance their language skills and advance their Arabic-based research in Egypt.

Program Number: 07768

Sponsor: Center for Arabic Study Abroad
Title: CASA I (Full Year)
Contact:
Tel: 512-471-3513
Email: casaprogram1967@gmail.com
Website: http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/casa/programs/casa_I.php
Full Program: http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/casa/faq/faq.php
Deadlines: 12/16/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The Center for Arabic Study Abroad is an intensive advanced level Arabic program held at the American University in Cairo, Egypt. The CASA full-year program of study in Cairo includes three components: the summer program, the fall semester, and the spring semester.
Sponsor: American Association of Neurological Surgeons  
Title: AANS Medical Student Summer Research Fellowship  
Contact:  
Tel: (888) 566-2267  
Email: info@aans.org  
Website: http://www.aans.org/Grants%20and%20Fellowships/Medical%20Students%20Summer%20Research%20Opportunities.aspx  
Full Program: http://www.aans.org/Grants%20and%20Fellowships/~/media/Files/Grants%20Fellowship/MSSRF%20Final%20Application.ashx  
Deadlines: 2/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor will award twenty medical students in the United States or Canada, who have completed one or two years of medical school, through a summer fellowship within an academic department of neurosurgery in the United States or Canada. Areas of study may incorporate any aspect of neurological surgery. The amount of each award will be $2,500.

-------------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 07055
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey  
Title: Louis O. Kelso Fellowships  
Contact: Search Committee, Kelso Fellowships  
Tel:  
Email: kelso_fellowships@smlr.rutgers.edu  
Website: http://www.smlr.rutgers.edu/misc/index.html  
Full Program: http://smlr.rutgers.edu/kelso-fellows  
Deadlines: 1/31/2012

Deadline Note:  
Applicants must submit all required information in writing by January 31.

SYNOPSIS:

The Louis O. Kelso Fellowships are awarded to outstanding scholars studying the topic of broadened ownership of capital in a democratic society in the United States. PhD candidates, postdoctoral scholars, or visiting professors in the areas of business/economics/labor studies/management, history, law, philosophy, political science, psychology, public policy, or sociology may apply.
Program Number: 06943

Sponsor: Research to Prevent Blindness
Title: Medical Student Fellowships
Contact: 
Tel:  
Email: pmoran@rpbusa.org
Website: http://www.rpbusa.org
Full Program: http://www.rpbusa.org/rpb/grants/grants/#medical_student_fellowships
Deadlines: 1/1/2012, 7/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Medical Student Fellowships allow gifted students to take a year off from medical school and devote time to the pursuit of a research project within an RPB grantee department.

Program Number: 06906

Sponsor: Florida Endowment for Higher Education
Title: McKnight Doctoral Fellowship Program
Contact: 
Tel: 813-272-2772
Email: mdf@fefonline.org
Website: http://www.fefonline.org
Full Program: http://www.fefonline.org/mdfapply/
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

Deadline Note:
Applications must be postmarked no later than January 15th of each year.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for students pursuing Ph.D. degrees at the following universities in the State of Florida: Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University; University of Central Florida; Florida Atlantic University; University of Florida; Florida Institute of Technology; University of Miami; Florida International University; University of South Florida; and Florida State University.
Program Number: 06718

Sponsor: Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
Title: State Policy Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 202-408-1080
Email: fellowship@cbpp.org
Website: http://www.cbpp.org/fellowship/index.htm
Full Program: http://www.cbpp.org/fellowship/apply.htm
Deadlines: 1/13/2012

Deadline Note:
The application process is open from October 17, 2011 through January 13, 2012. The sponsor encourages applications to be submitted earlier than the deadline, if possible.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides this career development program to highly-qualified candidates who have graduate degrees in public policy, law, social work, economics, or similar fields and connects them to public policy organizations. State Policy Fellows will spend two years with influential state policy organizations belonging to the State Fiscal Analysis Initiative or with the state fiscal division at the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities in Washington, DC.

Program Number: 06188

Sponsor: Boston College
Title: African and African Diaspora Studies Program Dissertation Fellowship
Contact: Chair, AADS Fellowship Committee
Tel:
Email: aads@bc.edu
Website: http://www.bc.edu/schools/cas/aads/resources/dissfellowship.html
Deadlines: 2/3/2012

SYNOPSIS:
Boston College’s African & African Diaspora Studies Program (AADS) invites scholars working in any discipline in the Social Sciences or Humanities, with projects focusing on any topic within African and/or African Diaspora Studies, to apply for its dissertation fellowship. Applications are being sought for scholars pursuing innovative, preferably interdisciplinary, projects in dialogue with critical issues and trends within the field.

Program Number: 06167
Sponsor: American Chemical Society
Title: Analytical Chemistry Division - Graduate Fellowship Program
Contact: Dr. Emily Niemeyer
Tel:  
Email: acsgrad@southwestern.edu
Website: http://www.southwestern.edu/departments/chemistry/acsgraduatefellowship/ACS_DA_C_site/American_Chemical_Society_Division_of_Analytical_Chemistry_Gradua
Full Program: http://www.analyticalsciences.org/awards.php?action=GradFellowship
Deadlines: 12/9/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The American Chemical Society Division of Analytical Chemistry Graduate Fellowship Program is designed to encourage basic research in the field of analytical chemistry, to promote the growth of analytical chemistry in academic institutions and industry, and to provide recognition of future leaders in the field of analytical chemistry. The program has endeavored to be a model of the benefits of cooperation between the academic and industrial communities, with chemical companies employing Ph.D. analytical chemists sponsoring the fellowships for outstanding analytical graduate students.

Program Number: 06118
Sponsor: National Cancer Center
Title: Fellowship Program
Contact: 
Tel: 516-349-0610
Email: natlcancer@aol.com
Website: http://www.nationalcancercenter.org/NCC_grant.htm
Deadlines: 12/15/2011
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor has established funding for a limited number of postdoctoral fellowships for qualified applicants to receive training and experience in molecular genetics and the cellular aspects of cancer biology and tumor immunology.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 06103

Sponsor: American Council of Learned Societies
Title: Henry Luce Foundation/ACLS Dissertation Fellowship in American Art
Contact: Nicole A. Stahlmann, Director of Fellowship Program
Tel: 212-697-1505, x134
Email: fellowships@acls.org
Website: http://www.acls.org
Deadlines: 11/9/2011

Deadline Note:
Completed applications must be submitted through the ACLS Online Fellowship Application system (ofa.acls.org) no later than 9 p.m. Eastern Standard Time, November 9, 2011. The Online Fellowship Application system will open mid-July.

SYNOPSIS:

The Henry Luce Foundation/ACLS Dissertation Fellowships in American Art are awarded to graduate students in any stage of Ph.D. dissertation research or writing, for scholarship on a topic in the history of the visual arts of the United States. Although the topic may be historically and/or theoretically grounded, attention to the art object and/or image should be foremost. Ten fellowships are available for a non-renewable, one-year term beginning between June and September 2012 for the 2012-2013 academic year.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 05951

Sponsor: National Institutes of Health/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Predoctoral MD/PhD and Other Dual Doctoral Degree Fellows (Parent F30)

Contact:
Email: GrantsInfo@nih.gov

Deadlines:

Deadline Note:
The deadlines for receipt of standard applications under this announcement are: April 8, August 8, and December 8 annually. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on May 8, 2014.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for to individuals for combined MD/PhD and other dual doctoral degree training (e.g. DO/PhD, DDS/PhD, AuD/PhD). The participating Institutes award this Kirschstein-NRSA individual fellowship (F30) to qualified applicants with the potential to become productive, independent, highly trained physician-scientists and other clinician-scientists, including patient-oriented researchers in their scientific mission areas. This funding opportunity supports individual predoctoral F30 fellowships with the expectation that these training opportunities will increase the number of future investigators with both clinical knowledge and skills in basic, translational or clinical research. This FOA will use the NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) mechanism for Individual Predoctoral MD/PhD and other dual-degree Fellows (F30).

Program Number: 05573

Sponsor: California State University, Sacramento
Title: Senate Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 916-278-6906
Email: calstudies@csus.edu.
Full Program: http://www.csus.edu/calst/senate_fellows_program.html

SYNOPSIS:

This program offers college graduates a paid, full-time legislative staff position in the State Capitol for 11 months. The fellowship program's primary goals include exposing people with diverse life
experiences and backgrounds to the legislative process by providing research and other professional staff assistance to the Senate.

Program Number: 05411
Sponsor: Myotubular Trust
Title: Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 07518 113692
Email: research@myotubulartrust.org
Website: http://www.myotubulartrust.org.uk/response.htm
Full Program: http://www.myotubulartrust.com/documents/Myotubular%20Trust%20Research%20Fellowship%20Application%20SEPTEMBER%202011.doc
Deadlines: 12/16/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for research to find a cure and / or treatment for myotubular myopathy. Applicants will have identified a host institution and will be undertaking a basic science project of 3-4 years duration.

Program Number: 04988
Sponsor: International Atomic Energy Agency
Title: World Nuclear University Summer Institute
Contact:
Tel: (+431) 2600-0
Email: Official.Mail@iaea.org
Website: http://www.world-nuclear-university.org/
Full Program: http://www.world-nuclear-university.org/summerinstitute/applying.html
Deadlines: 11/18/2011

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides a period of intense education to a select group of graduate students and young professionals from throughout the world to enable participants to: gain cutting-edge knowledge and develop a broad international perspective on the full range of policy, environmental and social issues surrounding the peaceful applications of nuclear technology; hear from leading thinkers and educators on topics relevant to nuclear applications; experience practical teamwork with peers from many nations; and advance the global contribution of nuclear science and technology. The WNU SI 2012 will be held 7 July – 18 August 2012 at Christ Church College Oxford, United Kingdom.

SYNOPSIS:

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)-sponsored Einstein Fellowship Program provides an opportunity for highly qualified, recent postdoctoral scientists to conduct independent research that is broadly related to the science goals of the NASA Physics of the Cosmos program. This includes high energy astrophysics relevant to Chandra, Fermi, XMM-Newton, and future NASA X-ray missions, cosmological investigations relevant to Planck, WFIRST, or new dark energy missions, and gravitational astrophysics relevant to LISA, Pathfinder and subsequent related missions.

SYNOPSIS:

The California Institute of Technology (Caltech)-sponsored Sagan Fellowship Program provides opportunities for highly qualified, recent postdoctoral scientists to conduct independent research that is broadly related to the science goals of the NASA Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI) program. This includes exoplanet science relevant to TESS, JWST, and future NASA space missions, as well as other areas of astronomical research that are related to the science goals of the NExScI program.
Deadlines: 11/3/2011

Deadline Note:
The application deadline for the 2012 Sagan Fellowship is Thursday, November 3, 2011 at 4 pm PDT.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor invites applications for the Sagan Postdoctoral Fellowship Program, which will support outstanding recent postdoctoral scientists to conduct independent research that is broadly related to the science goals of the NASA Exoplanet Exploration program.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 04893
---------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: School for Advanced Research (SAR)
Title: Summer Scholar Fellowships - Christopher Smeall Fellowship in Anthropological Linguistics
Contact:
Tel: 505-954-7201
Email: scholar@sarsf.org
Website: http://sarweb.org/index.php?summer_scholars
Full Program: http://sarweb.org/media/files/summer_scholar_form.pdf
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is part of the sponsor’s Summer scholar fellowships, which are awarded to five or six scholars in anthropology and related fields to pursue research or writing projects that promote understanding of human behavior, culture, society, and the history of anthropology. Both humanistically- and scientifically-oriented scholars are encouraged to apply.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 04865
---------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: Portland Cement Association Education Foundation
Title: Research Fellowships
Contact: Steven H. Kosmatka
Tel: 847-972-9164
Email: skosmatka@cement.org
Full Program: http://www.cement.org/research/res_fellowship.asp
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

Deadline Note:
A university professor and the candidate student must jointly submit applications. Applications must be received by January 15.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor seeks to identify and attract outstanding candidates in the field of engineering and the physical sciences and provide them with the necessary support to complete their studies. Additionally, this support is intended to provide them an opportunity for productive work in the cement and concrete industries.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 04844

Sponsor: Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs
Title: Ernest May Fellowship
Contact: Fellowship Coordinator
Tel: 617-495-8806
Email: bcsia_fellowships@ksg.harvard.edu
Website: http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/fellowships/may-fellows.html
Full Program: http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/fellowships/applying.html
Deadlines: 1/14/2012

Deadline Note:
The new online application will be launched December 1, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor will provide support for fellowships to help build the next generation of men and women who will bring professional history to bear on strategic studies and major issues of international affairs.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 04802

Sponsor: School for Advanced Research (SAR)
Title: Summer Scholar Fellowships - Cotsen Fellowship in Archaeology
Contact:
Tel: 505-954-7201
Email: scholar@sarsf.org
Website: http://sarweb.org/index.php?summer_scholars
Full Program: http://sarweb.org/media/files/summer_scholar_form.pdf
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is part of the sponsor's Summer scholar fellowships, which are awarded to five or six scholars in anthropology and related fields to pursue research or writing projects that promote understanding of human behavior, culture, society, and the history of anthropology. Both humanistically- and scientifically-oriented scholars are encouraged to apply.

Program Number: 04801
Sponsor: School for Advanced Research (SAR)
Title: Summer Scholar Fellowships - William Y. and Nettie K. Adams Fellowship in the History of Anthropology
Contact:
Tel: 505-954-7201
Email: scholar@sarsf.org
Website: http://sarweb.org/index.php?summer_scholars
Full Program: http://sarweb.org/media/files/summer_scholar_form.pdf
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is part of the sponsor's Summer scholar fellowships, which are awarded to five or six scholars in anthropology and related fields to pursue research or writing projects that promote understanding of human behavior, culture, society, and the history of anthropology. Both humanistically- and scientifically-oriented scholars are encouraged to apply.

Program Number: 04747
Sponsor: Baeck (Leo) Institute  
Title: Fritz Halbers Fellowship  
Contact: Dr. Frank Mecklenburg  
Tel: 212-744-6400  
Email: fmecklenburg@lbi.cjh.org  
Full Program: http://www.lbi.org/halbers.html  
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides financial assistance of up to $3,000 to scholars whose projects are connected with the culture and history of German-speaking Jewry. Eligible applicants are students enrolled in a Ph.D. program at an accredited institution of higher education.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 04636
---------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: American Phytopathological Society  
Title: Raymond J. Tarleton Student Fellowship  
Contact: James Cook, Chair  
Tel: 509-592-0086  
Email: rjcook@wsu.edu  
Website: http://www.apsnet.org  
Full Program: http://www.apsnet.org/members/foundation/apply/Pages/RaymondTarleton.aspx  
Deadlines: 1/13/2012

SYNOPSIS:

This program is intended to support graduate student in plant pathology research and to encourage students to further their careers in plant pathology.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 04423
---------------------------------------------------------------

Sponsor: American Association of University Women Educational Foundation  
Title: Selected Professions Fellowships  
Contact:  
Tel: 319-337-1716 x60
The Fellowships are awarded to women who intend to pursue a full-time course of study at accredited U.S. institutions during the fellowship year in one of the designated degree programs where women's participation traditionally has been low.

The Law and Society Association, in collaboration with the American Bar Foundation and the National Science Foundation, seeks applications for the Law and Social Science Dissertation Fellowship and Mentoring Program (LSS Fellowship). Fellowships are held in residence at the American Bar Foundation in Chicago, IL, where Fellows are expected to participate in the intellectual life of the ABF, including participation in a weekly seminar series.
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides in-residence fellowships to scholars to work in the holdings of its library collections.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 03792
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Zonta International
Title: Amelia Earhart Fellowship Award
Contact: Tel: 630-928-1400
          Email: programs@zonta.org
          Website: http://www.zonta.org
          Full Program: http://www.zonta.org/WhatWeDo/InternationalPrograms/AmeliaEarhartFellowship.aspx
          Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The Fellowship is awarded annually to women pursuing Ph.D./doctoral degrees in aerospace-related sciences and aerospace-related engineering. The Fellowship may be used at any university or college offering accredited post-graduate courses and degrees in these fields.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 03714
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Bar Foundation
Title: Doctoral/Post-Doctoral Fellowship Program in Law and Social Science
Contact: Kathryn Harris, Administrative Associate for Academic Affairs and Research Administration

Source: InfoEd / Retrieved October 19, 2011| 113
SYNOPSIS:

The American Bar Foundation is committed to developing the next generation of scholars in the field of law and social science. The fellowships encourage original and significant research on law, the legal profession, and legal institutions.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 03258
Sponsor: California State University, Sacramento
Title: Executive Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 916-278-6906
Email: calstudies@csus.edu
Full Program: http://www.csus.edu/calst/executive_fellowship_program.html
Deadlines: 2/22/2012

SYNOPSIS:

This program provides an experiential learning opportunity in California state government. Fellows work full-time in high levels of the executive branch and meet weekly for graduate seminars. This ten-month program uniquely integrates work experience with academic and professional development.

---------------------------------------------------------------

Program Number: 03228
Sponsor: National Institutes of Health/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards (NRSA) for Individual Postdoctoral Fellows (Parent F32)
Contact:
The sponsor provides support for promising applicants with the potential to become productive, independent investigators in scientific health-related research fields relevant to the missions of participating NIH Institutes and Centers. This funding opportunity announcement (FOA) uses the Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Postdoctoral National Research Service Award (NRSA) mechanism (F32).

SYNOPSIS:

The aim of the Jump Start Resuscitation initiative is to build greater capacity for resuscitation research in Canada and to support the next generation of researchers who will contribute to advancing knowledge and improving the quality of patient care and patient
outcomes in this important area. Research Fellowship awards are normally tenable in Canadian universities but may, under exceptional circumstances, be awarded to Canadian applicants for study abroad.

Program Number: 03091
Sponsor: Idaho Operations Office/Department of Energy
Title: Nuclear Energy University Programs--Fellowship and Scholarship Support
Contact: Eliot Dye
Tel: 208-526-5477
Email: dyeej@id.doe.gov
Full Program: http://www07.grants.gov/search/search.do;jsessionid=DcRwLVnVpNs3MYG19RfJ0ntCZjMFvTz5CTRVg76rVpQQvXwByJHd1-1439639442?oppId=52537&mode=VIEW
Deadlines: 3/3/2012

Deadline Note:
Applications are open continuously through March 3, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The purpose of the program is to award 5-year cooperative agreements (which may run up to 8 years) to accredited U.S. Colleges and Universities. Universities that are awarded cooperative agreements will be pre-qualified to provide NE fellowships and scholarships to selected students.

Program Number: 03024
Sponsor: Scoville (Herbert) Peace Fellowship
Title: Herbert Scoville Jr. Peace Fellowship
Contact: Paul Revsine, Program Director
Tel: 202-446-1565
Email: info@scoville.org
Website: http://www.scoville.org/
Full Program: http://www.scoville.org/apply.html
Deadlines: 10/1/2011, 1/13/2012

Deadline Note:
The deadline for the Spring 2012 Fellowship is October 1, 2011; the deadline for the Fall 2012 Fellowship is January 13, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards full-time, six- to nine-month fellowships of $2,400 per month to provide college graduates with the opportunity to work in Washington D.C. with nonprofit, public-interest organizations addressing peace and security issues.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 03005
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Electrochemical Society
Title: Summer Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 609-737-1902
Email: awards@electrochem.org
Website: http://www.electrochem.org/awards/student/student_awards.htm#n
Full Program: http://www.electrochem.org/awards/student/rules/summer_fellowship_rules.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship is given to assist a student during the summer months (June-September) in the pursuit of work in a field of interest to sponsor.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 02528
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: American Antiquarian Society
Title: Jay and Deborah Last Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 508-755-5221
Email: academicfellowships@mwa.org
Website: http://www.americanantiquarian.org
Full Program: http://www.americanantiquarian.org/last.htm
Deadlines: 1/15/2012
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor funds short-term fellowships for access to the collections at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester, Massachusetts. Eligible applicants must hold a Ph.D. or be doctoral candidates engaged in dissertation research.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 02515  
Sponsor: Woodson (Carter G.) Institute  
Title: Predoctoral Residential Research Fellowship  
Contact: Deborah McDowell  
Tel: 434-924-3109  
Email: dem8z@virginia.edu  
Website: http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu  
Full Program: http://artsandsciences.virginia.edu/woodson/fellowship/predoc.html  
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The Carter G. Woodson Institute for African-American and African Studies at the University of Virginia invites scholars whose work focuses on Africa and/or the African Diaspora to apply for a two-year predoctoral research fellowship.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 02420  
Sponsor: American Sociological Association  
Title: Minority Fellowship Program  
Contact: Karina Havrilla  
Tel: 202-383-9005  
Email: minority.affairs@asanet.org  
Full Program: http://www.asanet.org/funding/mfp.cfm  
Deadlines: 1/31/2012

SYNOPSIS:
Through its Minority Fellowship Program (MFP), the sponsor supports the development and training of sociologists of color in any sub-area or specialty in the discipline.

Program Number: 02351

Sponsor: Marine Biological Laboratory
Title: William Townsend Porter Fellowship for Minority Investigators
Contact: Research Award Coordinator
Tel: 508-289-7173
Email: researchawards@mbl.edu
Website: http://www.mbl.edu/research/summer/awards_general.html
Full Program: http://www.mbl.edu/research/summer/steps.html
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship offers support for young scientists who are from an under-represented minority group to do research with senior investigators at the Marine Biological Laboratory.

Program Number: 02323

Sponsor: Marine Biological Laboratory
Title: Frederik B. and Betsy G. Bang Fellowship Fund
Contact: Research Award Coordinator
Tel: 508-289-7173
Email: researchawards@mbl.edu
Website: http://www.mbl.edu/research/summer/awards_general.html
Full Program: http://www.mbl.edu/research/summer/steps.html
Deadlines: 12/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Summer fellowships honoring the late Frederik B. Bang, M.D., are offered for the study of the immune capability of marine animals and more generally for the use of marine models for research in molecular biology or biomedicine.
Program Number: 02292
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor:  Kappa Omicron Nu  
Title:  Hettie M. Anthony Fellowship  
Contact:  Dorothy Mitstifer  
Tel:  517-351-8335  
Email:  dmitstifer@kon.org  
Full Program:  http://www.kon.org/awards/grants.html  
Deadlines:  1/15/2012  

SYNOPSIS:

A $2,000 fellowship is awarded for applicants enrolled in a doctoral program in family and consumer sciences or one of its specializations at colleges or universities with strong research programs and supporting disciplines for the chosen major or topic. Eligible applicants are Kappa Omicron Nu members who have demonstrated ability in graduate study, interest and competence in research, and professional leadership potential.

Program Number: 02283
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor:  Kappa Omicron Nu  
Title:  Omicron Nu Research Fellowship  
Contact:  Dorothy Mitstifer  
Tel:  517-351-8335  
Email:  dmitstifer@kon.org  
Full Program:  http://www.kon.org/awards/grants.html  
Deadlines:  1/15/2012  

SYNOPSIS:

A $2,000 fellowship is awarded for applicants enrolled in a doctoral program in family and consumer sciences or one of its specializations at colleges or universities with strong research programs and supporting disciplines for the chosen major or topic. Eligible applicants are Kappa Omicron Nu members who have demonstrated ability in graduate study, interest and competence in research, and professional leadership potential.
Program Number: 02211

Sponsor: American Council of Learned Societies
Title: Dissertation Fellowships in East European Studies
Contact:
Tel: 212-697-1505
Website: http://www.acls.org
Deadlines: 11/9/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor will offer support for writing dissertations in East European studies in all disciplines of the humanities and the social sciences.

Program Number: 02181

Sponsor: Parkinson's Disease Foundation
Title: Summer Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 800-457-6676
Email: grants@pdf.org
Full Program: http://www.pdf.org/en/grant_funding_fellow
Deadlines: 1/23/2012

Deadline Note:
The next application period will open on Saturday, October 14, 2011 and close on Monday, January 23, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

Support is provided for summer study in the area of Parkinson’s disease by undergraduate and medical students under the supervision of an established investigator. Awards provide a stipend for ten weeks.
Program Number: 02056

Sponsor: National Gallery of Art
Title: David E. Finley Predoctoral Fellowship (CASVA)
Contact: Tel: 202-842-6482
Full Program: http://www.nga.gov/casva/casvapre.htm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

One fellowship is awarded annually for 36 months. A primary requirement for this fellowship is that the candidate have a significant interest in curatorial work.

Program Number: 02038

Sponsor: Wilson (Woodrow) National Fellowship Foundation
Title: Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships
Contact: Susan Billmaier, Assistant Program Director
Tel: 609-452-7007x310
Email: Billmaier@woodrow.org
Website: http://www.woodrow.org/higher-education-fellowships/religion_ethics/index.php
Full Program: http://www.woodrow.org/higher-education-fellowships/religion_ethics/application.php
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

Deadline Note:
The Newcombe Fellowship selection process is highly competitive, and reapplications are not allowed. If applicant have not completed enough work on their dissertations to present a compelling case for it, or to convince the selection committees that applicant will be able to finish within the 12-month tenure of the award, applicant should postpone application for another year. Applications must be filed using the online form provided.

SYNOPSIS:

The Charlotte W. Newcombe Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships are designed to encourage original and significant study of ethical or religious values in all fields of the humanities and social sciences, and
particularly to help Ph.D. candidates in these fields complete their dissertation work in a timely manner.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 02001
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Williams College  
Title: Gaius Charles Bolin Dissertation and Post-MFA Fellowships  
Contact: Gail Burda  
Tel: 413-597-4351  
Email: gburda@williams.edu  
Website: http://dean-faculty.williams.edu/graduate-fellowships/  
Full Program: http://dean-faculty.williams.edu/graduate-fellowships/gaius-charles-bolin-dissertation-and-post-mfa-fellowships/  
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Williams College provides fellowships designed to promote diversity on college faculties by encouraging students from underrepresented groups to complete a terminal graduate degree and to pursue careers in college teaching. The fellowships are two-year residencies at Williams College. Up to three scholars or artists are appointed each year. Fellows devote the bulk of the first year to the completion of dissertation work—or in the case of MFA applicants, building their professional portfolios—while also teaching one course as a faculty member in one of the College’s academic departments or programs. The second year of residency (ideally with degree in hand) is spent on academic career development while again teaching just one course.

---------------------------------------------------------------
Program Number: 01971
---------------------------------------------------------------
Sponsor: Carnegie Institution of Washington  
Title: Department of Embryology - Graduate Studies  
Contact:  
Tel: 410-516-7330  
Email: CMDBapplication@jhu.edu  
Website: http://cmdb.jhu.edu/ApplicationInfo.aspx  
Full Program: http://www.ciwemb.edu/pages/graduate.html  
Deadlines: 12/7/2011
SYNOPSIS:

Support is provided for graduate training in any of seven laboratories within the Department of Embryology. Each lab has a different scientific focus.

Program Number: 01930

Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Bothmer Fellowship
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel:
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#bothmer
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Application, along with the required letters of recommendation, must be made by letter and must be received by the deadline date of November 4, 2011. Applications received after that date will not be considered. The sponsor will not accept electronically submitted applications or letters of recommendation.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides an in-residence fellowship to an outstanding graduate student who has submitted an outline of a thesis dealing with either Greek or Roman art. All fellowships must take place between September 1, 2012, and August 31, 2013. Fellowships generally begin in September.

Program Number: 01859

Sponsor: Hughes (Howard) Medical Institute
Title: Medical Research Fellows Program
Contact:
Tel: 800 424-9924
Email: medfellows@hhmi.org
Website: http://www.hhmi.org/grants/individuals/medfellows.html
SYNOPSIS:

The fellowships provide funds to support fellows and meet their research- and education-related expenses. HHMI awards the fellowships through an annual competition. In 2012, HHMI plans to award up to 66 fellowships to medical, dental, and veterinary students who show the greatest promise for future achievement in biomedical research and who have demonstrated superior scholarship as undergraduates and during their initial medical, dental, or veterinary school training. The proposed project must be in the basic, translational, or applied biomedical sciences. HHMI does not fund health services or health policy research.

Program Number: 01847

Sponsor: University of Delaware
Title: Hagley Program -- Fellowships in the History of Technology and Industrialization
Contact: Patricia Orendorf, History Graduate Secretary
Tel: 302-831-8226
Email: pato@udel.edu
Website: http://www.udel.edu/hagley/contact.html
Full Program: http://www.udel.edu/hagley/prospective/prospective.html
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides fellowships for the study of technology, business, consumption, and work in industrial and post-industrial societies. Students in the Hagley Graduate Program can study with more than thirty fulltime faculty, who have international reputations in American, European, and non-Western History. The Program also benefits from strong interdisciplinary ties to Museum Studies, the American Civilization Program, and the Hagley Museum and Library.

Program Number: 01846

Sponsor: Foundation for Jewish Culture
Title: Maurice and Marilyn Cohen Fund for Doctoral Dissertation Fellowships in Jewish Studies
Contact:
Tel: 212-629-0500
Email: Grants@JewishCulture.org
Website: http://www.jewishculture.org/?pid=scholarship
Full Program: http://jewishculture.org/doctoral-dissertation-application-2012/
Deadlines: 12/12/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for one-year fellowships to graduate students to encourage scholarly research, publication, and teaching in the various disciplines of Jewish Studies. Eligible applicants are citizens or permanent residents of the U.S. or Canada who have completed all requirements for the doctoral degree except the dissertation.

Program Number: 01809

Sponsor: American Congress on Surveying and Mapping (ACSM)
Title: AAGS Graduate Fellowship Award
Contact: Ilse Genovese
Tel: 240-632-9716
Email: ilse.genovese@acsm.net
Website: http://www.acsm.net/
Deadlines: 2/17/2012

Deadline Note:
Incomplete or improperly completed applications will be discarded. Applications must arrive at ACSM headquarters no later than 5:00 p.m. February, 17, 2012. Late applications will not be accepted. With the exception of students in category 1 and undergraduates in category 2, students planning to graduate prior to December 2011 are not eligible for a scholarship. Mail all documents in ONE envelope. Applications sent by fax or e-mail will not be accepted.

SYNOPSIS:

Awarded by the American Association for Geodetic Surveying (AAGS), this fellowship is intended to support students enrolled in a graduate program in geodetic surveying or geodesy.
Program Number: 01594
Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Chester Dale Fellowships
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel:
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#chester
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Application, along with the required letters of recommendation, must be made by letter and must be received by the deadline date of November 4, 2011. Applications received after that date will not be considered. The sponsor will not accept electronically submitted applications or letters of recommendation.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor supports in-residence research related to the fine arts of the Western world at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fellowships range from three months to one year. All fellowships must take place between September 1, 2012, and August 31, 2013. Fellowships generally begin in September.

Program Number: 01462
Title: Graduate Education for Minorities (GEM) Fellowship Program
Contact: Gerald Littleton
Tel: 703-562-3646
Email: info@gemfellowship.org
Website: http://www.gemfellowship.org/gem-fellowship/apply
Full Program: http://www.gemfellowship.org/gem-fellowship
Deadlines: 10/1/2011, 11/15/2011

Deadline Note:
For early consideration, applicants may complete their applications and provide their resumes and unofficial transcripts by October 1.
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides opportunities for under-represented minority students to obtain M.S. degrees in engineering and Ph.D. degrees in engineering and the natural and physical sciences through a program of paid summer internships and graduate financial assistance.

Program Number: 01388

Sponsor: Newberry Library
Title: Frances C. Allen Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 312-255-3666
Email: research@newberry.org
Website: http://www.newberry.org/research/felshp/short-term.html
Deadlines: 2/6/2012

SYNOPSIS:

A fellowship is provided for women of American Indian heritage to spend a significant part of their tenure in residence at the Newberry's D'Arcy McNickle Center for American Indian History in Chicago.

Program Number: 01317

Sponsor: AT&T Laboratories
Title: AT&T Labs Fellowship Program
Contact:
Email: webhelp@research.att.com
Website: http://www.research.att.com
Deadlines: 1/31/2012

SYNOPSIS:
Awards are made to minority and women students who are US citizens or permanent residents, and who are pursuing Ph.D. studies in computer and communications-related fields.

Program Number: 01222
Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship in Conservation
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel: 212-570-3756
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/conserve_application.html
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/conservation.html
Deadlines: 12/2/2011

SYNOPSIS:

Support is provided for in-residence conservation training fellowships at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Fellowships are for one year; shorter term fellowships are available for senior scholars.

Program Number: 01218
Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Andrew W. Mellon Fellowships
Contact: Marcie Karp
Tel: 
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#mellon
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Application, along with the required letters of recommendation, must be made by letter and must be received by the deadline date of November 4, 2011. Applications received after that date will not be considered. The sponsor will not accept electronically submitted applications or letters of recommendation.
SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor supports promising young scholars with commendable research projects related to the Metropolitan Museum's collections, as well as for distinguished visiting scholars from this country and abroad who can serve as teachers and advisers and make their expertise available to catalogue and refine the collections. All fellowships must take place between September 1, 2012, and August 31, 2013. Fellowships generally begin in September.

Program Number: 01205
Sponsor: Metropolitan Museum of Art
Title: Jane and Morgan Whitney Fellowships
Contact: Marcie Karp
Email: education.grants@metmuseum.org
Website: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellowship.html#whitney
Full Program: http://www.metmuseum.org/education/fellow_application.asp
Deadlines: 11/4/2011

Deadline Note:
Application, along with the required letters of recommendation, must be made by letter and must be received by the deadline date of November 4, 2011. Applications received after that date will not be considered. The sponsor will not accept electronically submitted applications or letters of recommendation.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor supports in-residence, one-year fellowships for study, work or research in the fine art fields related to the museum's collections, with preference to be given to students in the decorative arts who are under forty years of age. All fellowships must take place between September 1, 2012, and August 31, 2013. Fellowships generally begin in September.

Program Number: 01152
Sponsor: American Society of Civil Engineers
Title: ASCE J. Waldo Smith Hydraulic Fellowship
Graduate Student Funding | 2011-2014

Contact:
Tel: http://www.asce.org/Content.aspx?id=18337
Website: http://www.asce.org/Student-Organizations/Scholarships-and-Fellowships/2012-J--Waldo-Smith-Hydraulic-Fellowship/
Deadlines: 2/9/2012

Deadline Note:
This award is offered every third year.

SYNOPSIS:

Temporarily Suspended: The purpose of the award is to encourage research in the field of experimental hydraulics.

Program Number: 01035
Sponsor: National Research Council
Title: Ford Foundation Predoctoral Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 202-334-2872
Email: infofell@nas.edu
Website: http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_047958
Full Program: http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/PGA_048203
Deadlines: 11/14/2011

Deadline Note:
In order to be reviewed, the online application must be submitted by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time on November 14, 2011. Supplementary Materials must be received in the Fellowships Office by January 6, 2012.

SYNOPSIS:

The predoctoral fellowships provide three years of support for individuals engaged in graduate study leading to a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) or Doctor of Science (Sc.D.) degree. Predoctoral fellowships will be awarded in a national competition administered by the National Research Council (NRC) on behalf of the Ford Foundation. The awards will be made to individuals who, in the judgment of the review panels, have demonstrated superior academic achievement, are committed to a career in teaching and research at the college or university level, show promise of future achievement as scholars and teachers, and are well prepared to use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students.
Program Number: 01025

Sponsor: American Society for Nutrition
Title: Predoctoral Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 301-634-7050
Website: http://www.nutrition.org
Full Program: http://www.nutrition.org/about-asn/awards/pre-doctoral/
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers fellowships for nutrition research to predoctoral students enrolled in a program registered with the ASNS Directory of Graduate Programs in Nutritional Sciences.

Program Number: 00989

Sponsor: Dumbarton Oaks
Title: Junior Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 202-339-6401
Email: DumbartonOaks@doaks.org
Website: http://www.doaks.org
Full Program: http://www.doaks.org/research/info_fellowships.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for in-residence fellowships in three areas of study: Byzantine studies, Pre-Columbian Studies, and Garden and Landscape Studies. The fellowships are normally awarded for the academic year.
Program Number: 00986

Sponsor: Dumbarton Oaks
Title: Summer Fellowships
Contact: Tel: 202-339-6401
Email: DumbartonOaks@doaks.org
Website: http://www.doaks.org
Full Program: http://www.doaks.org/research/info_fellowships.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers an in-residence, summer fellowship for Byzantine Studies, Pre-Columbian studies, or Garden and Landscape Studies. Scholars at any level of advancement beyond the first year of graduate study may apply. Awards are provided for a period of six to nine weeks and include a maintenance allowance, housing, health insurance and travel expense reimbursement.

Program Number: 00981

Sponsor: Dumbarton Oaks
Title: Fellowships
Contact: Tel: 202-339-6401
Email: DumbartonOaks@doaks.org
Website: http://www.doaks.org
Full Program: http://www.doaks.org/research/info_fellowships.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for in-residence fellowships in three areas of study: Byzantine Studies, Pre-Columbian Studies, and Garden and Landscape Studies. Eligible applicants are scholars who hold a doctorate or have established themselves in their field and wish to pursue their own research, or graduate students who expect to have the Ph.D. in hand prior to taking up residence at Dumbarton Oaks. Fellowships are normally awarded for the academic year.
Program Number: 00952

Sponsor: East-West Center
Title: Graduate Degree Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 808-944-7735
Email: scholarships@eastwestcenter.org
Website: http://www.eastwestcenter.org/?id=865
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

Deadline Note:
Only the EWC application and University of Hawaii application and supporting essays for both applications must be postmarked by November 1. Supporting documents such as test scores, transcripts and letters of recommendation do not have to be postmarked by November 1.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor supports graduate study at the University of Hawaii to help promote understanding and cooperation among the governments and peoples of Asia, the Pacific, and the U.S. through research, education and seminar programs. Fellowships for master's (twenty-four month) and doctoral (forty-eight month) degrees are available.

Program Number: 00911

Sponsor: California State University, Sacramento
Title: Jesse M. Unruh Assembly Fellowship Program
Contact:
Tel: 916-278-6906
Email: calstudies@csus.edu.
Full Program: http://www.csus.edu/calst/assembly_fellowship_program.html
Deadlines: 2/22/2012

SYNOPSIS:
This unique program provides an opportunity for individuals of all ages, ethnic backgrounds and experiences to directly participate in the legislative process. Each year, 18 individuals are selected to participate in the program. The 11-month fellowship provides an introduction to public policy formation and adoption in the California Legislature through full-time work as a professional legislative staff member.

Program Number: 00818

Sponsor: Water Research Foundation
Title: Abel Wolman Fellowship
Contact: Linda Moody, Scholarship Coordinator
Tel: 303-347-6201
Email: lmoody@awwa.org
Website: http://www.awwa.org/Membership/Content.cfm?ItemNumber=3501&navItemNumber=13974
Full Program: http://www.awwa.org/files/Education/ScholarshipForms/2012WolmanFellowshipApplicationForm.pdf
Deadlines: 1/17/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support to promising students in the U.S., Canada and Mexico pursuing advanced training and research in the field of water supply and treatment.

Program Number: 00809

Sponsor: California State University, Sacramento
Title: Judicial Administration Fellowship Program
Contact: Donna Hoenig-Couch, Director
Tel: 916-278-4487
Email: hoenigco@csus.edu
Full Program: http://www.csus.edu/calst/judicial_fellowship_program.html
Deadlines: 2/22/2012

SYNOPSIS:
The sponsor provides a ten-month fellowship to work directly in California’s judicial branch and learn about the complexities, the changes, challenges and innovations in courts and court administrative offices across the state.

Program Number: 00758

Sponsor: Asian Cultural Council
Title: Japan-United States Arts Program
Contact:
Tel: 212-843-0403
Email: acc@accny.org
Website: http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/?page_id=2678
Full Program: http://www.asianculturalcouncil.org/?page_id=16
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

Deadline Note:
Applications are available from September 1 to October 31, 2011. Application deadline is 5 p.m., November 1, 2011. Applicants from Japan should visit the ACC Japan website at http://asianculturalcouncil.org/japan/

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides grants to individuals and institutions in Japan and the United States for exchange activities that encourage the study and understanding of Japanese art and culture.

Program Number: 00710

Sponsor: National Institute of General Medical Sciences/NIH/DHHS
Title: Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards (NRSA) for Individual Predoctoral Fellows in PharmD/PhD Programs (F31)
Contact: Richard Okita, Ph.D.
Tel: 301-594-3827
Email: okitar@nigms.nih.gov
Deadlines:

Deadline Note:
Applications may be submitted to Grants.gov in response to this announcement on or after March 8, 2011. The deadlines for receipt of standard applications under this announcement are: April 8, August 8, and December 8 annually. The deadlines for receipt of AIDS-related applications are: January 7, May 7, and September 7 annually. This program will expire on May 8, 2014.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for the Ruth L. Kirschstein National Research Service Awards for Individual Predoctoral Fellows in PharmD/PhD Programs for promising students enrolled in a PharmD/PhD degree program who will be performing dissertation research and training in areas relevant to the missions of NIGMS, NICHD, and the Office of Dietary Supplements. This FOA will utilize the NIH Ruth L. Kirschstein Individual Predoctoral National Research Service Award (NRSA) award mechanism (F31).

Program Number: 00698

Sponsor: American Psychological Foundation
Title: Esther Katz Rosen Graduate Student Fellowship
Contact: Parie Kadir, Program Officer
Tel: 202-336-5843
Email: pkadir@apa.org
Website: http://www.apa.org/apf/funding/rosen.aspx
Deadlines: 3/1/2012

SYNOPSIS:

This fellowship supports activities related to the psychological understanding of gifted and talented children and adolescents.
Sponsor: American Association of University Women Educational Foundation
Title: Dissertation Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 319-337-1716 x60
Email: aauw@act.org
Website: http://www.aauw.org/
Full Program: http://www.aauw.org/learn/fellowships_grants/american.cfm
Deadlines: 11/15/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides a fellowship to support women doctoral candidates completing dissertations.

Program Number: 00633

Sponsor: Baeck (Leo) Institute
Title: LBI/DAAD Fellowships for Research at the Leo Baeck Institute
Contact: Dr. Frank Mecklenburg
Tel: 212-744-6400
Email: fmecklenburg@lbi.cjh.org
Full Program: http://www.lbi.org/daad.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for two fellowships per year for recent Ph.D.’s or doctoral students affiliated with an accredited American institution of higher education for research using the sponsor’s resources in New York.

Program Number: 00558

Sponsor: Congressional Black Caucus Foundation, Inc.
Title: Congressional Fellows Program
Contact:
Tel: 202-263-2800
SYNOPSIS:

The Congressional Fellows Program offers public policy training to young professionals by providing them with an opportunity to work on Capitol Hill. Fellows work in congressional member and committee offices, attend leadership development seminars, complete a community service project and produce policy papers. Office assignments as full-time legislative aides run from September through August. During the office placement, Fellows gain invaluable experience as they assist in the development of legislative and public policy initiatives. Fellows work 40 hours per week on a range of staff assignments, including legislative analysis, responding to constituent mail, drafting talking points and speeches for members, and coordinating logistics and public testimony for Congressional hearings. Fellows also have educational enrichment opportunities through seminars on policy and politics. These seminars explore hot-button policy issues, the politics of policymaking and policy implementation, and evaluation of policy already implemented. Fellows are also exposed to the history and work of the Congressional Black Caucus (CBC), and prepared to analyze the impact of policies on African Americans and other minority groups. Participants in the Congressional Fellows Program must reside in or relocate to the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area. Fellows are paid an annual salary of $40,000, with benefits. Fellows are responsible for their own travel, housing and other associated expenses. The current program dates are from August 30, 2012 to May 9, 2014.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards one-year post-graduate internships in advanced conservation at a museum or conservation facility.
Program Number: 00465

Sponsor: Getty (J. Paul) Trust
Title: Pre- and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Contact:
Tel: 310-440-7374
Email: researchgrants@getty.edu
Website: http://www.getty.edu/
Full Program: http://www.getty.edu/foundation/funding/residential/getty_pre_postdoctoral_fellowships.html
Deadlines: 11/1/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor provides support for emerging scholars to complete work on projects related to the sponsor's annual theme. Recipients are in residence at the Getty Research Institute, where they pursue research to complete their dissertations or to expand them for publication.

Program Number: 00401

Sponsor: Huebner (S.S.) Foundation for Insurance Education
Title: Doctoral Fellowships
Contact: Ben Lin
Tel: 215-898-9631
Email: linz@wharton.upenn.edu
Website: http://www.huebnergeneva.org/huebner/SSHuebner_ApplicationForFellowship.pdf
Full Program: http://www.huebnergeneva.org/huebner/fellowships.php
Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor awards doctoral fellowships to pursue a Ph.D. in insurance economics and risk management at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. An annual stipend is awarded.
Program Number: 00341
Sponsor: Virginia Foundation for the Humanities
Title: Resident Fellows Program
Contact: VFH Fellowship Program
Tel: 434-924-3296
Email: VFHfellowships@virginia.edu
Website: http://www.virginiafoundation.org/research/fellowships/index.html
Full Program: http://www.virginiafoundation.org/research/fellowships/apply.html
Deadlines: 12/1/2011

Deadline Note:
The deadline for 2012-2013 fellowships is December 1, 2011.

SYNOPSIS:

The sponsor offers residential fellowships to scholars and writers in the humanities.

Program Number: 00266
Sponsor: Center for Judaic Studies
Title: Postdoctoral Fellowships - Institutionalization, Innovation and Conflict in 13th Century Judaism: A Comparative View
Contact: Sheila Allen, Fellowship Program
Tel: 215-238-1290
Email: allenshe@sas.upenn.edu
Website: http://www.cjs.upenn.edu
Full Program: http://www.cjs.upenn.edu/program/2012-2013/announce.htm
Deadlines: 11/10/2011

SYNOPSIS:

The theme for the sponsor's proposed 2012-2013 fellowship years is Institutionalization, Innovation and Conflict in 13th Century Judaism: A Comparative View. The proposed fellowship year will bring together scholars of Jewish, Christian, and Islamic social and intellectual history. The aim of this interdisciplinary enterprise will be to develop a more fully integrated account of Europe and the Mediterranean basin in the 13th century. Major attention will be paid to the way that material and social changes contribute to the creation of new kinds of political and religious institutions and also to the formation of new intellectual horizons and religious concepts.
Program Number: 00250

Sponsor:  American Diabetes Association, Inc.
Title:    Clinical Scholars Awards
Contact:  Magda Galindo, Research Program Manager
Tel:      
Email:    grantquestions@diabetes.org
Website:  http://professional.diabetes.org/Diabetes_Research.aspx?cid=64376&typ=18
Full Program: http://professional.diabetes.org/Diabetes_Research.aspx?typ=18&cid=64383#CS_Award
Deadlines: 1/17/2012

SYNOPSIS:

These awards provide one year of research support to medical students interested in clinical and basic science diabetes research. Those working on an M.D., Pharm.D., or D.O. are eligible.

Program Number: 00195

Sponsor:  Smithsonian Institution
Title:    Predoctoral Fellowships
Contact:  
Tel:      202-275-0655
Email:    siofg@si.edu
Website:  http://si.edu/ofg/
Full Program: http://si.edu/ofg/Applications/SIFELL/SIFELLapp.htm
Deadlines:  1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

The fellowship allows predoctoral students to conduct research in association with members of the Smithsonian professional research staff, and to utilize the resources of the Institution.
Program Number: 00119

Sponsor: Smithsonian Institution

Title: Graduate Student Fellowships

Contact:

Tel: 202-275-0655

Email: siofg@si.edu

Website: http://si.edu/ofg/

Full Program: http://si.edu/ofg/Applications/SIFELL/SIFELLapp.htm

Deadlines: 1/15/2012

SYNOPSIS:

Fellowships are offered by the Smithsonian Institution to provide opportunities for graduate students to conduct research in association with members of the Smithsonian professional research staff, and to utilize the resources of the Institution.